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F

or the past fifteen years, the graduate colloquium has
been a tremendously important venue to showcase the
creative and academic strengths of Concordia University’s Department of English and to build connections
among graduate students from Concordia and beyond. This
year, the 15th Annual Concordia English Graduate Colloquium
(March 17 and 18, 2017) features two days of panel presentations that examine imitation as “The Sincerest Form of Flattery”
through concepts of reproduction, adaptation, and translation
within a larger scope of both positive and satiric imitative
responses across genres and disciplines. Bookending these panels
are a public reading of creative work and a keynote address
by Dr. Hannah McGregor (Assistant Professor in Publishing,
Simon Fraser University). To mark the fifteenth year of the
colloquium, the organizing committee decided to publish a
selection of essays from this year’s colloquium. The task of
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compiling this publication has required not only the hard work
of each contributor—Morgan Bimm, Madelaine Caritas Longman, Carlos Fuentes, Colleen Gaspirc, Ashley Lanni, Ariane
Legault, Katheryne Morrissette, Danna Petersen-Deeprose,
and Mark Sardella—but also the diligence and expertise of the
graduate student editors and colloquium committee. Although
the pages of this publication cannot capture the full spirit of the
colloquium as a live event, this publication speaks volumes in
terms of the colloquium’s professionalism and its ability to attract excellent contributions that, as displayed in the chapters that
follow, demonstrate innovative directions for literary studies.
All contributors in this collection call into question the
implications of imitation as more than an act of copying or
mimesis. Each chapter re-thinks imitation to the extent that it
becomes not only the greatest form of flattery but also a reiterative and generative act of writing and rewriting: narratives as
rewritten through fanfiction (Longman); the positing of slash
fiction as a safe, supportive cyber-space for exploring gender and
sexuality (Lanni); fanfiction as a writing space for the subversion
not only of heteronormativity but of gender roles themselves
(Petersen-Deeprose); a theory and practice of feminist fanfiction
(Bimm); technologies of representation and celebrity (Sardella) and changing notions of authorship, ownership and piracy
(Gaspirc); the intersections between cyber-communication and
James Joyce’s Ulysses (Morrissette); poetic translation as resistance (Legault); and a reading of Percy Bysshe Shelley’s poetry
through Edmund Spenser (Fuentes).
Looking at the colloquium as an annual event through this
year’s theme, one could argue that each version of the graduate
xii
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colloquium is its own adaptation. Each year, the colloquium
committee determines a new theme but there are often continuities in ideas and in format. Over the past fifteen years, the
colloquium has explored a wide range of themes that push
boundaries of the literary, such as “Immaterial Book Ends: The
Apocalypse, Textual Futures, and What Comes Next” (2012)
and “Monstrous Impositions” (2016). In 2013, the conference
theme, “Border Patrol: Boundaries, Transcendence, and Topographies in a Global Age,” engaged forward-thinking questions of
how critical movements such as queer theory, feminism, and deconstruction reconsider the boundaries of our bodies, identities,
social ties, languages, and texts. These questions that defined the
2013 colloquium resonate with Larissa Lai’s keynote address for
the 2014 colloquium in which the global focus shifted to consider
cultural appropriations in Asian Canadian writing. When George
Elliott Clarke delivered the keynote address in 2015 he also read
from his poetry as part of the creative reading event on the first
night of the colloquium, a practice that continued with Lee Maracle as keynote speaker who read at the creative night in 2016.
Since the colloquium is organized by graduate students, those
students inevitably move on—the colloquium may play a role
in future graduate work and ideas from a colloquium paper
may inspire a PhD thesis, an article, a book, a new line of inquiry—
yet this impact moves with the students and their research;
what remains in the department is the intellectual energy of the
colloquium that continues to inspire a new cohort of graduate
students each year to take on the task of organizing it. While
writing this foreword, I wanted to capture this longstanding
impact of the colloquium through the eyes of faculty who have
xiii
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watched it evolve. I spoke with faculty members about the
colloquium and what follows are excerpts from those conversations in an attempt to tell a story of the colloquium as a story of
scholarly community within the department.
During her term as chair of the Department of English, Dr.
Jill Didur noticed the absence of any forum for graduate students
to present their work among peers and faculty. With the support
of Dr. Didur, graduate students Steven Presser and Julia Tausch
organized the first graduate colloquium in 2003, which began
the now fifteen-year tradition of conversation and professionalization. “Since its start in 2003,” explains Stephanie Bolster, “the
colloquium has become an essential feature of our offerings, and
has drawn participants from many other institutions near and
far, as well as strong local audiences.” Bolster is the coordinator
of Creative Writing (Department of English) and, importantly,
as the colloquium has evolved it has interwoven the academic
and creative streams of the English graduate program. Bolster
has been attending the colloquium since it began and has noticed what an impact it can have on professionalization in both
streams: “In terms of intellectual exchange, creative stimulation,
and career development, this colloquium is crucial.”
Graduate Program Director (Department of English) Dr.
Danielle Bobker agrees that the colloquium plays a significant role
in graduate student life, specifically as an opportunity for research
dissemination: “The colloquium is a very valuable opportunity for
graduate students to share their ideas beyond the classroom and
beyond the typical boundaries of field and form specialization.”
The sharing of ideas stimulates students and faculty alike, which,
for Bobker, has the powerful potential to change the field of
xiv
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literary studies: “Through their contributions, the colloquium organizers and participants are shaping our discipline for the future.”
Dr. Andre Furlani, Chair (Department of English), hears the
colloquium as a unique space in which the voices of the department, students and faculty, converge: “A consort of voices gives
rise to polyphony: the paper’s argument, its chorus of scholarly
references, the class that gestated it, and the instructor who
instigated it each get inflected in the critical timbre of the enterprising student.” For Furlani, most productive in this polyphony
is that the program of the colloquium invites the department to
hear itself think—and even to challenge its thinking—in ways
that it could not otherwise: “The program talks back to itself
in a voice it recognizes but could not have entirely anticipated.
Teaching and learning, only apparently discrete, start to look like
each other, and look at each other, through each other’s eyes.”
The initiative taken by this year’s colloquium committee to publish
this collection allows for the department to hear itself think on the
page too—and, by this, I mean not only that the department hears
its own ideas but rather that it hears divergent ideas, ideas that the
graduate colloquium committee has deemed urgent in probing,
questioning and unsettling literary studies. This is a listening back
and a talking back that will take place at the colloquium and, now
in print, this process can continue long after with the hope that
the next fifteen years build upon this record with further listening
back on what it means to study literature in our world.
Dr. Katherine McLeod
Montréal
2017
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In Defence of Happy
Endings: Fanfiction and
Marginalized Demographics

I

n a 2008 interview with the Paris Review, Annie Proulx,
author of the short story “Brokeback Mountain,” expresses
frustration with the reactions to her tragic tale of love
between two cowboys. When the interviewer asks if she
is referring to the homophobic outcry against her work, Proulx
replies that this is not the case. Her irritation is not directed
towards detractors of her work, but towards fans: “those idiots
who love happy endings.” Here, Proulx refers to the fanfiction community, which she feels has misinterpreted her work.
Proulx’s rural, realist fiction focuses on setting, while she
views characters as there “to hang the story on.” While Proulx
intended “Brokeback Mountain” to be “about homophobia
[…] about a social situation […] about a place and a particular
mindset and morality,” fans have rewritten the story to be
character driven and to conclude on a positive note. As Proulx
puts it, fans have “decided the story should have a happy ending
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[…] So they rewrite the story, including all kinds of boyfriends
and new lovers and so forth after Jack is killed.” Proulx laments
that these fans “have completely misunderstood the story” and
even goes so far as to say that, had she anticipated the response,
she would never have written “Brokeback Mountain” at all.
Despite Proulx’s disapproval, happy endings continue to hold
great appeal for fanfiction writers and readers, not only within the
“Brokeback Mountain” fan community, but within the fanfiction
community at large. This paper will examine the potential value
of happy endings, particularly with regard to the representation
of marginalized demographics. I argue that the fanfiction
community does not misinterpret Proulx’s work; rather, they
have different writing goals. Fanfiction is primarily character
driven, and tends to focus on relationships between characters,
with a high proportion of same-gender and queer relationships.
As many fanfiction writers and readers consider themselves part
of the LGBTQ+ community, positive depictions of the lives of
LGBTQ+ characters can offer hope for their own futures. Their
work is not misinterpretation, but deliberate reinvention.
In writing this paper, it was difficult to find pre-existing,
reputable sources regarding the demographics of fanfiction
communities. Although fanfiction has held a significant online
presence since the formation of the internet, it has only recently
been considered worthy of academic study (McCracken 172).
As a result, there is little data available regarding the makeup of
fanfiction communities. To fill this knowledge gap, I created the
“Fanfiction Authors and Readership Survey,” aimed at self-identified fanfiction writers and readers, particularly those who read
or contribute work online through sites such as FanFiction.net,
2
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Archive Of Our Own, and Tumblr. I then circulated this survey
online via Facebook and Tumblr, the latter of which is a particularly popular space for sharing and communicating within the
fanfiction community. As of January 14, 2017, the survey has
been shared on Tumblr over 500 times. Within four days of
being posted, the survey had received 2,899 responses.
The results of the survey refute some of Proulx’s claims while
providing support for others. For example, Proulx asserts that
those rewriting her story are primarily men: “a lot of men have
decided the story should have a happy ending […] The implication is that because they’re men they understand much better
than I how these people would have behaved” (Paris Review).
However, the survey found that an extremely low proportion
of people in fanfiction communities identified as male. 81.28%
of respondents identified as female (2,354 people). Males
comprised only 3.28% of respondents (95), while people who
identified as nonbinary genders comprised 13.02% of respondents (377 people). 2.42% of respondents (70) identified as
“other” with common identifiers being agender, bi-gender,
or questioning. Despite Proulx’s conception of fanfiction as
primarily written by men, fanfiction is more often associated
with young women (McCracken 172), and these results endorse
fanfiction as a predominantly female domain.
This gender imbalance presents one reason why fanfiction has historically been devalued: “Gendered and cultural
hierarchies still persist regarding female or feminine cultural
production, reading practices, and tastes, both within and
outside the academy” (McCracken 172). Fanfiction “permits
women to write alternative versions of existing narratives and
3
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characters that speak more directly to their feminine, feminist,
and/or queer investments and desires” (172). The large percentage
of readers and writers who identify outside of the gender binary
is also of note, and reflects the high presence of LGBTQ+ people
within the fanfiction community. Proulx’s claim that writers who
attempt to “correct” her work are primarily male suggests that
she has had a limited and statistically improbable experience with
the fan community. Although men are the minority of fanfiction
producers and consumers, Proulx’s statement may also suggest
that they are more confident in contacting authors (especially
female authors) in order to criticize them.
Proulx claims that those who attempt to correct her work are
primarily men who do not identify as gay: “And they all begin the
same way—I’m not gay, but. . .”(Paris Review). Proulx’s experience with fandom seems to say more about the behaviour of men
towards female authors than the attitude of fans towards source
material. In addition, while Proulx emphasizes that the writers
who correct her are “not gay,” the survey found that 70.80% of
respondents (2,025 people) identified as LGBTQ+. Though they
do not necessarily identify as gay, these results indicate that the
majority of participants within fanfiction communities identify
as gender or sexual minorities. This suggests that a fanfiction
writer’s desire for stories about LGBTQ+ characters who live
happily is not generally motivated by a belief that they can tell
stories like Proulx’s better. Instead, LGBTQ+ fanfiction writers
long to envision positive futures for characters they identify with.
Further survey data supports this reading, as 71.11% of respondents (2,053) said they read and/or write fanfiction for “representation of LGBTQ+ characters.”
4
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While many of the survey’s findings contradict Proulx, it
does support her claim that the fanfiction community is more
interested in the characters than in the setting or plot. The most
common reason for reading/writing fanfiction was “depictions of
favourite/interesting characters,” which 96.54% of respondents
(2,787) said was important to them. In comparison, only 56.43%
(1,629) said they read or write fanfiction because of an interest in
setting, demonstrating that, in general, the fanfiction community
has different literary goals than Proulx. 75.75% of readers (2,187)
read/write for romantic stories, while only 47.90% (1,383) read/
write for adventure stories, showing a preference for character-driven rather than plot-driven writing. Likewise, this survey confirms
Proulx’s claim that fanfiction authors/readers prefer happy endings. 73.85% (2,132) read for “humorous, positive, or light stories”
stories, while 39.70% (1,146) read for “tragic or dark stories.” Of
those who enjoy darker stories, several clarified in the comment
box that they read fanfiction to see positive resolutions to difficult
situations. One respondent wrote that they read for the “depiction
of hard or traumatic situations but with support and resolution.”
Several respondents wrote that they enjoyed the hurt/comfort
genre, a specific category within fanfiction in which characters
comfort one another in times of physical or emotional pain.
While Proulx is dismissive towards “those idiots who love
happy endings” (Paris Review), this trend towards positivity
takes on significance when considering the audience who produces and consumes fanfiction. This community primarily consists of LGBTQ+ people writing and reading about LGBTQ+
characters. While fanfiction presents positive possible futures,
these populations face many difficulties in real life. A study by
5
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the Ontario branch of the Canadian Mental Health Association
found that 20% of trans people had been physically or sexually
assaulted because of their gender identity, while 34% had been
threatened or harassed. The study found that 77% of trans people
in Ontario had seriously considered suicide, while 45% had made
previous attempts. Data released by this organization also found
that LGBTQ+ people had twice the rate of post-traumatic stress
disorder compared to cisgender heterosexual populations, as well
as increased rates of “depression, anxiety, obsessive-compulsive
and phobic disorders, suicidality, self-harm, and substance use”
(Canadian Mental Health Association Ontario).
As LGBTQ+ people often experience a sense of alienation,
and even trauma, due to their identities, the opportunity to
interact positively with other LGBTQ+ people within fan
communities can provide psychological support. Likewise, while
stories like “Brokeback Mountain” present hate crimes towards
our community, fanfiction presents alternative, positive narratives. Though it is easy to dismiss “humorous, positive, or light
stories” and “romantic stories” as trite, one must take into account
the lived reality of the LGBTQ+ community, and realize the
social significance of stories which provide us with the possibility of enjoyable lives and positive relationships. Although
Proulx’s work holds social importance and should be valued for its
depiction of the prejudice faced by our community, one must
not dismiss the value of works that portray liveable lives for
LGBTQ+ people. Presenting positive futures can be a valuable
social contribution. One respondent to my survey writes: “with
the fanfiction community, I’m normal. Being a lesbian is normal,
wanting representation is normal.”
6
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The results of my survey further demonstrated that social
responsibility is a major concern for many fanfiction writers
and readers. 49.08% (1,417) said they read or write for “representation of characters of colour” and 44.44% (1,417) said they read or
write for “representation of neurodiverse and/or disabled characters.” However, another notable finding is that this sense of social
responsibility means the fanfiction community itself is not
immune to criticism from its own members. Many respondents
reported race issues within fanfiction. 81.98% of respondents
(2,374) considered themselves white/Caucasian, while 70.60%
(2,046) identified as exclusively white/Caucasian. The next largest ethnic group was Latinx with 6.87% (199) of respondents.
Many people of colour commented that they were bothered
by the lack of ethnic diversity in fanfiction, both in the online
community and in the characters portrayed. One respondent
writes, “as an asian teenager, i don’t see any stories about people
of colour really.” while another respondent writes that the
community is “fetishizing, dominated by a few well-known white
authors.” Another writes, “Given the racism prevalent in fanfiction, I would bet that white authors and readers like me are more
in control of the space than we should be.” Although 76.28%
of respondents (2,103) found the fanfiction community
welcoming and 72.29% (1,993) found it diverse, only 56.58%
(1,560) found it an overall positive environment, only 54.59%
(1,505) found it inclusive, and only 46.94% (1294) found the
community respectful. Therefore, although there are many positive
dimensions to the fanfiction community, it is important to
not conceive of the environment as a utopia, especially regarding issues of race. In collecting essays for her 2013 book on
7
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fanfiction titled Fic, Anne Jamison found that many writers of
colour decided not to contribute to the project, due to concerns
they would face backlash for pointing out racism in canon texts
or within the fan community (McCracken 174).
Although fanfiction is not immune to the issues surrounding
racism that impact society at large, it is important to acknowledge the contributions of writers of colour who are making use
of fanfiction’s unique attributes to push back against bigotry and
erasure. In fanfiction, where most readers are also writers, and
one does not need to pass through editors or publishing houses
in order to distribute their work, those who identify a lack of
relatable material often generate their own work to fill this niche.
One respondent, who identified as a person of colour, wrote, “The
fandoms that I enjoy simply did not seem to speak to my voice,
so I created an original character [of colour] who is smart, sexy,
and funny.” Multiple respondents wrote in to say they read and
write for representation of Jewish characters. Several respondents
also added that, although they experienced racism, antisemitism,
transphobia, or ableism within the larger fan culture, they had
banded together with like-minded individuals to create smaller,
safer communities. One respondent wrote,
I think that fan trends, while subcultural, are still in line with the
dominant culture that produces much of the source material. I also
think it depends on the fandom. I’ve learned a lot from people who
have expressed concerns about the portrayal and lack of portrayal
of different kinds of diversity in fic, so it has been educational.

The popularity and democratic nature of fanfiction is therefore a
double-edged sword—although many members of the community
8
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may perpetuate the biases of mainstream culture, the online
connectivity of fanfiction also allows oppressed people to find
each other and speak out against bigotry.
For many fans, diversity in terms of ability is also important,
particularly in regards to mental health. 44.44% of respondents
(1,282) wrote that they were interested in writing or reading for
“representation of neurodiverse and/or disabled characters,” while
many added that they read or wrote for depictions of how characters coped with trauma or mental health concerns. 27.35% of
respondents (785) considered themselves to be “neurodiverse or
cognitively variant,” while 30.73% (882) considered themselves
to be “living with a psychological disability or chronic illness.” 1
In addition, 12.26% of respondents (352) identified as “living
with a physical disability or chronic illness.” 2 Results indicate
that representation of disability and illness within fanfiction
focuses primarily on mental, rather than physical, health. Only
44.18% of respondents (1,268) identified as neither physically
ill/disabled nor mentally ill/disabled/variant. 5.16% (148)
identified as “other,” most of whom specified experiences
related to mental health, primarily depression and anxiety, that
they did not necessarily consider either disabling or a form
of neurodiversity.
1

Neurodiversity and cognitively variant refer to differences in mental processing that the person does not necessarily consider a disability or illness, but rather an aspect of natural human variation. For example, people
on the autism or ADHD spectrums may consider these conditions to be
value-neutral aspects of their personality, rather than impairments.

2

Many respondents considered themselves to fall into both of these
categories.
9
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The high number of fanfiction readers/writers who experience mental health concerns likely speaks to the increased rate
of mental health issues among LGBTQ+ populations. The hurt/
comfort subgenre of fanfiction may also appeal to readers who
experience mental health concerns as it offers the potential to
provide readers with coping mechanisms and feelings of validation. One fan wrote, “I find the community to be one of support
and generosity. I’ve learnt so much being a part of it, including
how to cope with mental illness.”
Overall, the survey results supported Proulx’s claim that
fanfiction writers focused on characters and their relationships,
rather than plot. As one survey respondent put it, “there needs
to be an emotional connection between the characters for me
to have an interest.” Rather than the characters being there “to
hang the story on,” as Proulx prefers in her writing, fanfiction
authors and readers are primarily motivated by characterdriven works, especially works they can see themselves in, and
particularly when these works conclude on a positive note. For
fans in marginalized demographics, these optimistic possible
futures provide a sense of hope and support, which should be
valued. While many respondents pointed out problems in the
fanfiction community, particularly in regards to dynamics of race,
no respondents considered happy endings to be a problem.

10
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Finding Yourself in
Slash: How Gender
Performance Evolves in
a Female-Centric Space

“I

adore the way fan fiction writers engage with and critique
source texts, by manipulating them and breaking their rules.
Some of it is straight-up homage, but a lot of [fan fiction] is
really aggressive towards the source text. One tends to think
of it as written by total fanboys and fangirls as a kind of worshipful act,
but a lot of times you’ll read these stories and it’ll be like ‘What if Star Trek
had an openly gay character on the bridge?’ And of course the point is that
they don’t, and they wouldn’t, because they don’t have the balls, or they are
beholden to their advertisers, or whatever. There’s a powerful critique, almost punk-like anger, being expressed there—which I find fascinating and
interesting and cool.”

– Lev Grossman, author of The Magicians Trilogy

Whether a short story, a novel-length work, or a “drabble” of
some five-hundred words, fanfiction (or fanfics) are odes written
by fans to the stories, characters, or worlds they adore. What is
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often forgotten, however, especially by those outside of these
communities, is that early fanfiction is often closely linked
to queer narratives. Fanfiction came onto the cultural scene
in the late 1960s, when fans of the television series Star Trek
began writing short stories about a romance between Kirk
and Spock. Slash, or Male-loving-Male fanfiction (M/M)
as it is otherwise known, has only grown in popularity
since then. Fandoms, fan communities devoted to a particular
fictional series, have since created enclaves within cyberspace
where they can reimagine and expand the canon material
they are fans of. According to census data from the
fanfiction archiving site Archive of Our Own, 80% of the
consumers and producers of fanfiction are female. However,
despite this highly concentrated female demographic, the
writings produced by fandoms often focus on male homosexual
pairings. From the same census, 89.7% of respondents claimed
that they prefer consuming slash fanfiction, while 68% of
fanfiction producers said they prefer writing for M/M
pairings (Centrumlumina). Given the above convergence, why is
slash fiction so popular amongst women? If one approaches this
question from a sociological and gender studies standpoint, how
do women negotiate with their gender and sexual orientation
while consuming this homosexual material? The turn toward
alternative, queer spaces may be explained by the dearth of
proper representation in mainstream media. GLAAD reported
in 2015 that only 4% of Broadcast Primetime programming
had characters that identified as LGB. In addition, the same
primetime programming only had regular female characters 43%
of the time. Although these statistics focus on North America
14
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while online fanfiction communities are international, it can be
said that the culture these women respond to is one that is prominently heteronormative and female effacing. As such, it is likely
that women use slash fanfiction as a space for self-exploration.
Using theories of gender performativity, the female gaze, and the
lesbian continuum, this paper argues that self-identified women
see slash fiction as a safe, supportive cyber-space in which they
can explore the fluidity of sexuality and gender.
Judith Butler’s theory of gender as performance contextualizes fanfiction’s use as a navigational tool for women to
explore gender construction. According to Butler, gender is a
combination of acts, gestures, and enactments that are performed
by the sexed body, externally evoking an identity. The gendering
performance, however, is a set of internalized signs and standards
typified by society as either male or female. Furthermore,
Butler argues that these standards are internalized through a
variety of cultural, legal and technological mechanisms so as
to control individual human behaviour (185). Gender is therefore not an a priori part of human identity, but a matter of
repeated external performance. From this premise, Butler
argues that gender identity can be subverted and restructured
through a “participatory audience” that challenges these norms
(182). In other words, gender can be deconstructed if the bodies
it is imposed upon recognize its artifice and creatively engage
with it. Butler uses drag as an example of this creative engagement, as drag demonstrates the parodying of gender through
the subversive assumption of signs that don’t correspond to
one’s sex. In “imitating gender, drag implicitly reveals the
imitative structure of gender itself,” as drag performers
15
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temporarily assume different gender identities (187). Slash
fanfiction similarly reworks the possibilities of gender,
challenging gender norms by attacking the “regulatory fiction”
of heterosexual imagery. In creating male homosexual pairings
that are not canonical in the original work, slash allows the
fanfiction writer and reader to question the boundaries of
gender and sexuality. By taking male characters that initially
conform to heterosexual masculine values, fans deconstruct these
values by putting the characters in queer scenarios, letting both
writer and consumer explore worlds outside of typical constructs
(Katyal 492). Sonia Katyal argues that these reconstructions
challenge “normal” gender narratives by showing a world where
love and emotion predominate and transcend mainstream
masculinity (493).
That these stories are written by women and consumed
by women demonstrates that slash fans are restructuring
mainstream beliefs. Using fanfiction as a written form of gender
performance, women take control over men’s bodies in much the
same way that men have always used theirs, creating new
narratives from the role-reversal. In queering performance,
through challenging the boundaries of gender identity and heteronormativity, these women create a queer space where they can
deconstruct patriarchal values and detachedly explore their own.
In deconstructing gender norms and better representing
different sexual orientations, slash fanfiction creates a space
that queers its female creators and consumers. A paper
written by Alexis Lothian et al. theorizes that participation
in slash fan communities inducts fans into new and unusual
narratives of identity, which are then explored in a shared and
16
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constructive way (103). In that queer communal space, female
fans can share their views and find support for the ways they
wish to explore their sexual identities. This queer female space
works similarly to Adrienne Rich’s “lesbian continuum.” Rich
defines the lesbian continuum as a form of “primary intensity
between and among women, including the sharing of a rich
inner life, the bonding against male tyranny, [and] the giving
and receiving of practical and political support” (51). Rich’s
idealization of female connectivity explains why slash fans of
diverse geographic, economic, generational and sexual experience
can unite as female fans to forge erotic, emotional and political
alliances. Fandom and fanfiction function as safe, femaledominant spaces where women can construct new sexual identities
outside of real-world expectations. One member of a LiveJournal
slash community described her enjoyment of fandom as deriving from “seeing women stepping forward to describe their own
erotics, [as] our culture silences female desire as effectively as it
silences queer desire,” showing how fandom has provided women
with a voice that defies the mainstream” (qtd. in Lothian 106).
While it is wrong to conflate all female fan engagement
as politically motivated, it is obvious how their involvement
challenges mainstream cultural assumptions about female
heterosexuality. As Adrienne Rich would suggest, heterosexuality is not the only outlet for a woman’s emotional life, but a
man-made institution that is imposed upon women to direct their
emotional and sexual energies away from themselves (35). What
this means is that women are told what their sexuality should be,
which effectively represses their preferences in favour of a colonized identity produced by the patriarchal cultural machine (47).
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Through slash, female creators and consumers jointly create
separate sexual identities for themselves, which they alone
control and define. The queer, oppositional identity they adopt
liberates them sexually by letting them embrace a recognized
identity, the slasher, who is not stigmatized by the safe cyber
community. Amongst their fellow slashers, these women need
not fear that their interest in sexuality be pathologized or
condemned. Fandom’s constant “renegotiation […] with ideas,
expressions and groups” (Lothian 108) moves female sexual
identity from the taboo to the commonplace, queering them
by allowing these women to sexually explore with the support
of an available female network. By connecting over the internet,
women are able to convene over vast distances without the fear
of public exposure. Anonymity in the fanfiction world allows the
breakdown of barriers in favour of communal identities and sexual
positivity. Just as importantly, a relationship emerges between the
female creator and consumer where each recognizes the others
needs, unlike in male dominated mainstream media (109).
Lucy Neville’s identification of the female gaze in M/M
pornography also supports how fanfiction can work as a subversive, queer space for women. Neville discusses how female interest
in slash, when brought into the realm of visual pornography, challenges cultural assumptions about female sexuality through the
creation of the “female gaze” (196). Catherine Driscoll suggests
that slash, as the “only form of pornography produced and
consumed by women” (91), is important because it questions the
gendering of porn.Typically, visual media is centered on the male
gaze, which eroticizes and objectifies the female body. Women
are then turned from active subject into passive object for the
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sake of a male audience. As media socializes men to look, so too
does it teach women to not look back, giving men the power to
objectify and women the ability to submit (Neville 200). M/M
pornography, while not explicitly made for a female audience,
removes this power dynamic in favour of eroticizing and
objectifying the male subject. The male sex object gives women
the ability to “look” back, thus giving them a transgressive
power. Through M/M pornography, women can explore an
alternatively gendered space where they are made to simultaneously identify with and sexualize the male, allowing the
self to “mutate into alternative manifestations” (202-3). Slash
provides a similar mobility, breaking down the boundary between
reader, creator and male character. The male character, turned
into a written object, becomes a vessel for a woman’s sexual or
romantic fantasies, giving the producer/consumer “transient
release from gender altogether” (Katyal 494). Neville cites Sharon
Cumberland discussing how women experience a variety of
gender identifications while reading slash. Some women
identify as the male characters, others experience androgyny,
and still others have an out-of-body gender experience that
distances them from the characters (qtd. in Neville 204).
As a sample from the Archive of Our Own census demonstrates,women who consume slash are not only heterosexual
women taking on a queer internet identity, but queer women
exploring an alternative avenue of self-exploration. Only 32% of
census respondents identified as solely female and solely heterosexual while still being fans of the M/M community. The largest
demographic of slash consumers identified as bi/pansexual, and
they were also the largest demographic within M/M creators.
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These women, as articulated by one census respondent, use a
“male protagonist as a buffer” (Centrumlumina) keeping them
from identifying too closely with the object being sexualized.
Misogyny in the media creates triggering conditions and power
relations that would likely emerge and upset a female fanbase if
the fanfiction were not focused on male characters who do not
suffer from this oppression.
Slash fiction avoids the sexism present in mainstream,
heteronormative media. As noted by respondents to the Archive
of Our Own census, media prioritizes development of male/
male friendships more than relationships involving females.
Heterosexual couplings often fall into tropes that cast
the woman in the passive role, whilst the man occupies the
active one (Centrumlumina). With such a dearth of female representation and female dynamism, female slashers turn to better
developed male characters to explore relationship dynamics.
Sociologist John Friske posits that media, once in the hands
of an audience, is “reinterpreted according to the needs and
interests of the people reading or viewing it” (Inglis 105). Slash
reinterprets media in order to create relationships not based on
a misogynistic power dynamic. Instead, slash puts two complex,
developed characters into a relationship that is on equal terms,
acting as a form of wish fulfillment for women who desire the
same thing. M/M fanfiction confronts gender norms and expectations without forcing women to completely deconstruct their own
gender identity, while also freeing them from the complications
found in media involving women.
Female slash creators and consumers seek an identity not
given to them by the media. Unfortunately, due to the constant
20
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presence of male-centric narratives, women are drawn to these
male tools to negotiate identity spaces. Rather than reconstruct
femininity and gender performance from scratch, fanfiction lets
women enjoy male-centric products while interrogating their
limits. The female fan gains control of a piece of heteronormative material, gaining a critical voice that lets them reimagine
narratives meant to reinforce gendered roles. The female creator
shares a personal fantasy with the world, encouraging others to
do the same in a communal setting that puts female concerns
into the spotlight. Though the scope of this paper may simplify
fanfiction—as fanfiction does not directly confront matters
of trans-identity and tends to fetishize homosexuality—it is
undeniable that fanfiction spaces create opportunities for women
to experiment with personal gender identity and sexual explore.
While slash does not include narratives that re-center women, it
creates a community where woman can safely exist and perform.
Unlike in heteronormative media, slash recognizes the female
audience as the main consumer.
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The Subversion of
gender norms in the
omegaverse

F

Content warning: discussion of sexual violence

andom is a strange and dynamic world, in which fictional characters can be moved to different time periods, places, and even universes. It is a world of crossovers, non-canonical relationships, fluff, smut, and
tentacle porn, and a world where writers have free rein to do
whatever they like with their favourite characters, knowing that
there will probably be someone out there who wants to read it.
In her article about fanfiction, Kristina Busse writes: “even with
the seeming loss of taboos and a general acceptance of all kinks,
there are still some kinks that tend to be considered a bit kinkier
than others. One particularly trendy trope at the moment is
Alpha/Beta/Omega (A/B/O) stories” (318). Those stories are
also known as Omegaverse and have been rising in popularity
since they first originated in 2010 (“Alpha/Beta/Omega”).
Omegaverse refers to an alternate universe in which the fanfiction takes place. Essentially, in Omegaverse everyone has
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a “secondary gender”: alpha, beta, or omega. These stories
generally “posit societies where biological imperatives divide people based on wolf pack hierarchies into sexual dominants (alphas), sexual submissives (omegas), and everyone else
(betas)” (Busse 318). For the most part, alphas are stronger, more
powerful and have a higher social status, whereas omegas are
weaker, naturally subservient and of lower status. In fact, in
many cases omegas have little to no legal standing and must be
owned by an alpha. There are also biological and physiological
differences between the two—most importantly, both male and
female omegas can bear children, and both male and female
alphas can impregnate omegas. I will examine Omegaverse
stories from the popular fanfiction (fanfic) website Archive of
Our Own or AO3, with particular focus on three of the fandoms
in which the genre is most ubiquitous: Supernatural, Sherlock
and Hannibal. Many scholars have argued that slash fiction—
that is, fiction about a male homosexual relationship, the
female equivalent of which is often called femslash—subverts the
heteronormativity of mainstream fiction (Hunting). Through
an analysis of popular fanfics and the general conventions of
Omegaverse, I will argue that Omegaverse takes this a step
further and subverts not only heteronormativity but gender
roles themselves.
By changing the social hierarchy so that status is determined
by the secondary gender and is unrelated to being male
or female, Omegaverse highlights the rampant misogyny
and rape culture of the real world. As Busse argues, “there
are often strongly constructed parallels between the societal
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mistreatment and stereotyping of omegas and real-life prejudices against women” (319). For example, in thepinupchemist’s
Into Your Hideaway, one of the most popular Supernatural fanfics
on AO3, it is specified that omegas earn 73 cents for every
dollar an alpha earns (Chapter 28) and that “[g]lossy magazine
pages and city billboards are splashed with photoshopped,
wide-eyed omegas with tiny frames bent into provocative positions” (Chapter 17). Furthermore, because 89% of Omegaverse
stories on AO3 represent same-sex male relationships (AO3), they
often include male omegas finding themselves in situations
more usually experienced by women in the real world, the most
obvious being pregnancy. For example, in Into Your Hideaway,
Dean Winchester is pregnant and has to struggle with cravings,
finding maternity clothes, swollen feet and a fetus that “[l]ikes to
sit right on [his] bladder like twenty four friggin’ seven” (Chapter
8). Multifandom-Madnesss’s 2016 survey of readers and writers of Omegaverse found that many respondents took interest
and pleasure in reading about men dealing with the joys and
difficulties of pregnancy and labour, both because it is entertaining and because it plays with gender norms and traditional
gender roles (Section 7). In her article “Slashing the Romance
Narrative,” Kustrizt writes that slash
offers its own particular challenge to normative constructions of
gender and romance, as it allows women to construct narratives
that subvert patriarchy by re-appropriating those prototypical hero
characters who usually reproduce women’s position of social disempowerment. (371)
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Through societal repression of omegas and focus on female
experiences like pregnancy, Omegaverse takes that challenge
further by changing the dynamics of not only a certain relationship but the entire world.
Other common tropes in Omegaverse address darker issues,
such as rape and sexual assault. In the Hannibal Omegaverse
story that currently has the most hits on AO3, I Could Just Eat
You Up (But Not Literally) by orphan_account, omega Will
Graham gets lost and is approached by an unfamiliar alpha. This
alpha says things like, “Smile for me, I’m [sic] bet you’re real
pretty when you smile” and “I’m just trying to pay you a
compliment” (Chapter 4). The alpha ends up trying to rape him,
and he only escapes by locking himself in a public bathroom
while the alpha tries to knock down the door, saying, “Come on,
you frigid bitch, open this door. I know you want it” (Chapter 4). The author received reader comments complaining about
the misogyny of the chapter, which they address in the
author notes:
And yes, I draw on some real-world injustices to help world-build,
that’s part of my kink. You know why? It feels like I’m reclaiming
some of the shitty misogynistic things that have happened to me.
Bringing them under my control in a twisted way. There is perverse
satisfaction in that. (Chapter 4, emphasis original)

Depicting this common situation of male violence against women
recast with a male target highlights real-world societal injustices.
The differences between alphas and omegas provide more
opportunity to question gender norms. In Multifandom-Mad28
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nesss’s survey about Omegaverse, respondent Symbolicanus
(female, bisexual, 18-25, USA) commented that Omegaverse
“gives a space to subvert, play with, and question heteronormativity, gender roles, and the patriarchy” (Section 7). Although
every author builds their world slightly differently, omegas are
typically not only smaller and weaker, but also naturally submissive, with an instinctive need to obey alphas. In Into Your
Hideaway, thepinupchemist writes:
Many omegas walk through life fearing it. The world isn’t kind to
omegas—they are the birthers, the homemakers, the housekeepers
of the world. Omegas are built for obedience. That’s what they’re
told in high school sexual education classes, what they preach at
church pulpits and what’s reiterated by conservative politicians.
Omegas are made to obey their alphas and care for children.
(Chapter 3)

Because of conventional omega submissiveness, even characters
who are strong and independent in canon are rendered weak
and submissive in Omegaverse fanfiction. In Into Your Hideaway, Dean, an omega, “presses his back against the wall […]
with wide, horrified eyes, new, fresh fear rolling off of him. […]
His eyes search the room. He’s looking for an escape” (Chapter
1). This description is antithetical to the strong, swaggering,
hyper-masculine Dean of the television series. At the same
time, some writers deliberately toy with the convention in
ways that question our societal ideas about a “naturally submissive” gender. In BeautifulFiction’s The Gilded Cage, the Sherlock.
Omegaverse story with the highest number of bookmarks,
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kudos and comments on AO3, John Watson discovers that his
friend and flatmate, who he had assumed was an alpha, is in
fact an omega. John struggles with “the collision of the awareness that Sherlock [is] strong and powerfully independent, and
the social programming that [makes] him sure, deep in his
brain, that Omegas [are] helpless, naïve, innocent—an Alpha’s
responsibility to protect” (Chapter 2). Stories like this, which
explicitly question the established conventions, appear to be
written specifically for a genre-savvy audience that is already
familiar with the trends of Omegaverse. By exploring and
explicitly addressing the ways in which a character like Sherlock can maintain his power and independence while being an
omega, stories like this further challenge societal assumptions
and echo the ways people in real life can draw conclusions based
on gender.
Furthermore, omegas usually periodically go into heat, which
makes them very aroused and changes the way they smell, and
the issue of an alpha’s capacity for self-control in the presence of
an omega in heat is often addressed. In many stories, the pheromones let off during the heat drive any nearby alphas into a “rut,”
which is a sexual frenzy. In I Could Just Eat You Up, for example,
Will unexpectedly goes into heat in front of an unfamiliar alpha and “[t]he alpha’s eyes [dilate], all pupil, and his shoulders
[hunch] in a predatory stance, like he’s about to pounce at any
minute,” and Will realizes that “[h]e’s going to frenzy at the
scent and he’s going to attack” (Chapter 4). The prevalence of this
trend, however, means that it can also be subverted. In The Gilded
Cage, when John finds out that Sherlock is an omega he becomes
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extremely worried that if Sherlock goes into heat, he might lose
complete control and rape him. Sherlock’s response to this is:
“Don’t be ridiculous. […] Yes, it might be arousing, but […] your
rational mind would remain intact” (Chapter 4). This seems like
a clear comment on the popular idea that men, overwhelmed by
lust, cannot help themselves and are therefore not responsible for
sexually assaulting women. In short, Omegaverse creates a world
with a set of injustices comparable to our own, thus providing
writers and readers with the opportunity to question, undermine
and challenge them.
As shown by the issue of alpha self-control, Omegaverse
inherently interacts with societal ideas about consent and rape
culture. On many mainstream fanfiction websites like AO3, there
is a strong onus on the writer to tag their content, particularly
trigger warnings. There is an understanding that certain content
could be extremely upsetting for some readers. Non-consensual
sexual encounters, dubious consent and violence are all common
trigger warnings that are tagged by writers. Of particular interest
is the dubious consent or “dubcon” tag. This tag forces writers to
consistently examine the actions of their characters, how they fit
into the world and how their readers will react to them—that
is, not only whether the characters themselves see something as
rape, because in Omegaverse it is common for alphas to force
themselves on any omega in heat who is foolish enough to be out
in public, but if the readers might see it as such. In the context
of Omegaverse, dubious consent is practically a given, because
of the heat and the rut. As BeautifulFiction says in the author
note to their story The Gilded Cage, “Dub-con is kind of implicit
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within the Omegaverse, and will be referenced and addressed,
as will the concept of sexual consent within a marriage-type
institution” (Chapter 1). Discussions of consent in fanfiction can
be very important because, as Jamison argues, a lot of fanfiction
readers are teenagers who use the stories as a source of information about “tastes and preferences and protection, gradations of
gender and sexual orientation, or the mechanics of orgasm” (153).
Fanfiction that provides a source of information and an opportunity for discussion, and that brings consent and the various ways
it can be compromised into focus, can help to undermine rape
culture in the real world.
This universe also presents fertile ground for complex discussions of healthy and unhealthy relationships. Criticism of
mainstream fiction—including popular novels like Stephanie
Meyer’s The Twilight Saga and E.L. James’ Fifty Shades of Grey,
as well as some classics like Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre—often
takes issue with romanticised portrayals of abuse. These texts can
be read as glorifying abuse because they fail to acknowledge the
unhealthy aspects of the relationships they depict. Frequently,
stories set in Omegaverse involve comparable relationships, but
the obligation to tag unhealthy elements complicates the matter
of abuse. In I Could Just Eat You Up, for example, Will has been
using drugs to prevent himself from going into heat, because he
“hates the lack of control he has over his body when he’s in heat,
hates the way alphas harass him when they smell it on his skin,
hates the way he is so pliable to his mate’s demands when he’s
in the throes” (Chapter 2). Hannibal forces him to stop taking
them, even though he knows how upsetting it is to Will, because
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he thinks that Will “may try to mask it under chemical camouflage, but deep down he craves the authoritative dominance of
an alpha-mate like every other of his kind” (Chapter 1). From
his perspective, “Hannibal knows what’s best for his omega” and
“what Will wants is irrelevant” (Chapter 2). Hannibal’s actions
are condoned within the universe, because by the end of the
story, Will has realized that Hannibal does indeed know what
is best for him and decides that all he wants is to have children
and be a homemaker. On that level, it does appear to romanticise
an obviously controlling relationship, but the emotional abuse
in moments like this is clear, and the author notes acknowledge
that “[t]his is a dark story, Hannibal is a dark character, and
this is set in a dark world” and that they “do not claim this is
supposed to be a healthy relationship” (Chapter 4). If the
author acknowledges the presence of dubious consent and abusive
elements from the beginning, any romanticisation or glorification is heavily mediated. Because of this, fanfiction in general
can be a healthier place for readers to explore their own feelings
about different kinds of relationships.
At the same time, a lot of the non-consent or dubious consent in Omegaverse is discussed in pornographic detail. After all,
a large component of Omegaverse is the sexual biology of the
alphas and omegas, including altered states of mind caused by
heat, as well as the different physiologies of alphas and omegas.
Female alphas often have genitalia that allows them to penetrate
omegas, male omegas regularly have self-lubricating rectums to
facilitate penetration and impregnation, and alphas practically
always have a canine-like “knot” on their genitals that swells up
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inside their partner, locking the two together for an extended
period of time. These situations often make up a large part of the
story, and many fanfics are actually tagged “PWP,” which stands
for “Porn Without Plot” or “Plot? What Plot?” Even in those
cases, however, the sexual content can be subversive. On the most
basic level, it normalizes same-sex relationships. While fanfiction in general often depicts homosexual sex and relationships,
Omegaverse notably presents a universe in which this is entirely
normal and accepted. Besides that, Omegaverse also often includes the idea of bonding—that is, two partners developing
such a deep emotional bond that it changes their very physiology. In Omegaverse, sex and especially knotting often play a role
in the development of this bond, which automatically associates
sex with love. In Driscoll’s article “One True Pairing: The Romance of Pornography and the Pornography of Romance,” she
writes that one of the tenets of fanfiction studies is that “romance
subverts pornography’s abstraction from and depersonalization
of sex/gender relationships, and that fan fiction recasts sex in
terms of intimacy, producing a feminist reworking of porn” (83).
In all these ways, Omegaverse fanfiction can use sexual scenarios
to question or comment on our cultural preconceptions about
sex, what it means, and how it is portrayed in the media.
In Henry Jenkin’s influential book Textual Poachers:
Television Fans & Participatory Culture, he writes, “Slash may […]
be more important because of its questioning of sexuality and
popular culture than for its specific answers” (195). I would argue
that the same applies to Omegaverse: even if individual fanfics
do not set up detailed and coherent critiques, the many different
angles available for questioning gender roles, toxic masculinity
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and cis-heteronormativity create a whole which is more interesting than the specific answers any particular story might present.
At its worst, Omegaverse draws attention to gender roles, issues
of consent and representations of gender and sexuality in fiction.
At its best, it provides cutting social commentary that questions
and subverts those issues.
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An Imperfect Archive:
Reimagining Feminist Fan
Writing Practices

T

he cultural discourse that surrounds the practice of
fandom and the production of fanfiction is at once
its greatest asset and its most significant downfall. For many cultural consumers, involvement in
fandom and the production of fan materials such as fanart and
fanfiction represents an invaluable opportunity to reclaim or
even reshape popular media narratives that continue to prioritize
heteronormative and heavily privileged storylines, to the chagrin
of diverse audiences. According to Henry Jenkins, one of the
first academics to claim the title of fan scholar, fanfiction often
represents “a way of the culture repairing the damage done in a
system where contemporary myths are owned by [the] corporations instead of owned by the folk” (qtd. in Harmon). It is a way
of remedying injustice, diversifying narratives, and—for many of
those individuals who find themselves caught up in the tide of
creating or reading fanfiction—finding or imagining sympathetic
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characters in a media climate that maintains a vested interest
in tirelessly reproducing its own narrow ideas of the status quo.
In this way, the practice of fandom is an inherently subversive
act and a direct challenge to mainstream narratives. Fanfiction
frequently privileges the voices and creative output of female
creators who might otherwise find themselves silenced by
the patriarchal forces inherent to too many aspects of media
production and distribution.
Fandom’s potential as a site of resistance should not preclude
critical analysis of its failings, particularly as they relate to the
representation of diverse narratives in fanworks. This project represents my belief that, at the same time as the transformative
fandom community can support powerful statements about
gender, sexuality, performativity, and the ongoing erasure of
feminist and queer identities in mainstream popular culture, it
also represents numerous failed opportunities for truly radical
discursive change. While fanfiction may be inherently resistive,
as Jenkins suggests, my thesis is that the myths told in fanfiction
remain overwhelmingly dependent on cultural tropes of white
supremacy, misogyny, heteronormativity, and homonationalism.
This project therefore represents an attempt to reconcile the
infinite possibilities of fandom with the reality of its existence as
an imperfect archive of erotic expression.
A (Very) Short History of Fandom as Feminist Space

The existing academic literature on transformative, femaledriven fandom and its attempts to subvert existing texts, cultural
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objects, and media franchises is more extensive than one might
imagine. In particular, much of the earlier research on fanfiction
was focused on decoding what drew people to produce and share
these stories so enthusiastically. Studies of early Internet-based
fandom were based on data that indicated that the majority of
slash writers were heterosexual women, and were thus dedicated
to explaining the seeming incongruence of heterosexual women
dedicating so much of their time to writing stories about characters, and predominantly male ones at that, engaged in same-sex
relationships (Tosenberger 184). These theories supposed that
fanfiction functioned as a kind of non-visual pornography for
women, as a way for women to express their desire for equal
relationships between equal partners, and as a natural extension
of the lack of sympathetic female characters in media (Russ;
Lamb and Veith; Bacon-Smith). While a focus on this new kind
of fan succeeded in removing some of the adolescent stigma
associated with fannishness and essentially recast slash fandom
as a space for “subversive women, engaging in creative—and very
adult—ways with media texts” (Tosenberger 189), the larger
repercussions of generalizing female fandom severely outweighed
any such benefit. For instance, two of the most arguably influential fan scholars, Camille Bacon-Smith and Henry Jenkins,
construct heterosexual female fans as part of a feminine culture
separate from dominant, masculine culture and from male fans
(Reid 473). As literary scholar Robin Anne Reid explains in
her critiques of the theorists, however, this gendered fan culture
supports only a homogenous view of femininity, even after
decades of feminist scholarship attempting to unmask the problematic nature of assuming that all women can or do share
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the same culture or politics (Reid 473). Bacon-Smith also
constructs her female fan community as inherently nonfeminist; in Enterprising Women, she writes that female fans treat
the “odd radical feminist” with “benign tolerance” (Bacon-Smith
203). While the fact that certain online areas of fandom continue
to be populated predominantly by women does not inherently
make those fan spaces feminist, such language (and the flattening aesthetic it implies) gives a disappointingly narrow view of
female fandom. It effectively limits the transformative potential
of female fan spaces by failing to recognize the diversity and
multiplicity of experiences therein.
Although several recent studies of fandom have resorted
to applying this flattening aesthetic to female fandom, the
increased visibility of queer fans and the ubiquity of slash fanfiction in fandoms even with strong canon female characters
have resulted in a wave of new theories regarding online female
fandom. Fandom is now increasingly conceptualized as a queer
online space that often functions as a resistance to hegemonic
masculinity, compulsory heterosexuality, and other problematic
markers of normative gender and sexuality by engaging in creative and critical ways with the source text (Bury; Dhaenens,
Van Bauwel, and Biltereyst; Flegel and Roth). Robin Anne Reid
writes that online spaces that “mask the body and foregrounds
discourse” allow for the curation of a decidedly “queer female
space in which complex deconstructive performances of all aspects of identity can take place” (Reid 472). The practice of queer
reading is not necessarily done with the intention of making texts
queer, but rather as “trying to understand how texts might be understood as queer” (Dhaenens, Van Bauwel, and Biltereyst 342).
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Reid employs queer as a term that can be used to “destabilize
existing categories, while it is itself becoming a category—but a
category that resists easy definition,” a definition borrowed from
Alexander Doty, a queer theorist of popular culture (qtd. in Reid
472). This significantly broader understanding of fan culture as
inviting resistance and queer readings, as well as the resulting
emphasis on queer practice rather than queer identity, are both
aspects of the newer wave of academic fandom studies that informs this project.
Slash fanfiction, consequently, is part of an established
tradition of queer readings of cultural texts that “opens up the
possibility for queer lives and experiences to emerge from heteronormative structures” (Fazekas 11). The queer narratives
that emerge, however, are not beyond critique. Sexually explicit
stories, especially slash narratives featuring male/male pairings, have been the focus of more academic scholarship than
other genres of fanfic, presumably because of the perceived
queerness of “straight women writing gay men” (Reid 471).
Indeed, one of the more common fan criticisms of academics on fan cultures has been the extent to which scholars have
interpreted slash narratives as spectacle, an extension of the
“perceived perversity [of ] women writing erotic/pornographic
texts” (Reid 466). When the practice of creating and engaging
with slash fanfiction is constructed as spectacle above all else, it
precludes its authors and readership from legitimate criticisms
on the basis of its content and discursive relevance. Much of
the queer fanfiction in existence, for instance, relies on the
universalization of a white, cisgendered male subject and the
subsequent erasure of all queer people of colour; an omission
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that becomes even more glaringly problematic when one also
considers the lack of scholarship on race in fandom communities (Halberstam; Gatson and Reid). Multiple fan scholars have
argued that fanfiction often works to bolster normative sexuality,
in spite of the genre’s presumed queerness (Hodges and
Richmond; Hunting). Additionally, some researchers point to
the misogyny inherent in much slash fanfiction in its outright
erasure or more subtle (but no less toxic) derision of female
characters (Scodari). In this way, while slash fanfic can hardly be
considered homogenous in its relationship with pop culture or
to identity politics, the overwhelming themes that infiltrate so
much of its archive continue to leave much to be desired.
The landscape of the academic and community-based
discussions regarding the value and shortcomings of fandom
practices remains disjointed. Robin Anne Reid asserts that
the interactive nature of the Internet has opened up a multitude of intriguing possibilities for considering online space as
one of many “postmodern geographies” that resist definition and
continue to muddy the waters of this discussion (Reid 480). In
order to “get beyond” outdated theories that frame female-driven
fandom as straight women writing gay men, Reid suggests some
reframing is in order. “Considering queerness in opposition
to normativity rather than homosexuality in opposition to
heterosexuality,” Reid argues, might allow for a “wider and more
complex discussion of [fan] practices” (Reid 480). Fandom has
historical and arguably inevitable ties to sexuality and, as with so
much queer theory, the most valuable process we can engage in
while undertaking its study is unpacking the discourse infused
therein. To quote Kristina Busse and Karen Hellekson, figure44
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heads of feminist fandom studies, “the debates about such issues
as defining fans, understanding their motivations, and debating
fandom’s sociopolitical effects and limitations are often more
important than any provisional answers or solutions” (7). In this
vein, this project does not seek to fix the hegemonic scripts it
identifies in female-driven fandom. Rather, it seeks to understand its existence as part of a community that is notably flawed
but not yet beyond redemption, and that works in spite of its
flaws to fight against those cultural narratives that would see
female desire and queer identity sidelined altogether.
Upholding Cultural Hegemony in Fan Fiction

When heteronormativity is articulated in ostensibly queer
spaces using potentially subversive cultural objects such as
fanworks, its function becomes much more complex. Understanding that structures of heteronormativity exist outside of
explicit homophobia and queer erasure is therefore crucial to
understanding fandom’s representational power as it relates
to queer narratives. Multiple fan scholars have noted the
tendencies of fanfic to “smuggle” heteronormative narratives into
what is often thought of as queered writing and reading space
(Hunting; Åstrom; Flegel and Roth; Tosenberger). Fanfiction
featuring two extra-canonically queer, male, cisgendered characters and borrowing elements of heteronormative “happily ever
after” narratives are “dominant enough to claim the status of
normativity, whether or not the fans who write them are in a
numerical majority” (Reid 466). Kyra Hunting, in her analysis
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of slash as it relates to canonical queerness, argues that this
phenomenon of insidious heteronormativity directly contradicts Catherine Tosenberger’s notion that, in an obstinately
heteronormative culture, “any depiction of queerness by definition resists cultural norms” (Tosenberger; Hunting). Instead,
Hunting notes that source texts are not “created equally heteronormative”; moreover, she notes that depictions of same-sex
pairings in fanfiction are not equally queer (Hunting). It is this
ongoing critique of the more insidiously problematic aspects
of fan writing that provides so much academic fodder for fan
scholars and, consequently, the impetus for this project.
The majority of the analysis undertaken by this project concerns itself with the various representative practices embedded
in slash (or same-sex) fanfiction writing practices. The fanfic to
be analyzed is located on arguably the most active online archive
for fandom writing, Archive of Our Own. In addition to being a
wildly popular site for posting and easily sharing fanfic, Ao3 is
unique because of the analytical capabilities built right into the
digital architecture of the site itself.
Using a combination of AO3’s popularity metrics, my project
compiles a list of the twenty arguably most popular fics (10 M/M
and 10 F/F) from two popular television fandoms featuring
diverse casts. In the interest of continuity, and because of the
timeline of this project, I carried out this process twice, once in
September of 2015 and once in April of 2016. Discussing and
critiquing the evolution of what counts as popular fic over this
period is conducive to a more grounded discussion of what the
future of fanfic tropes might look like, and offers a better appreciation for fandom’s limitations as they pertain to the “queering”
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of a heteronormative canon, the pervasive whiteness of popular pairings in fanfiction, and the misogyny that has persisted
in infiltrating fandom. In other words, representations of queer
characters found in popular fanfiction are often two canonically
straight, white men whose imagined sexualities do little to challenge the pervasiveness of homonationalist cultural discourse and
ultimately fail to push the limitations of the genre. Furthermore,
the enduring and near-total scarcity of female queer stories in a
community predicated on its extracanonical divergence from the
patriarchal control of young, female sexuality is deeply troubling
and worthy of further critique/study.
Resistance and ReimagininG

Critiques of fanfiction practices and limitations as they relate to
the lack of queer narratives in fanworks rarely set out to condemn
fandom as a whole, or even fan writers specifically. A crucial part
of engaging with cultural studies, after all, is recognizing that
choices about representation and the privileging of certain
narratives over any others are never made in a vacuum. The pervasive nature of problematic fanfiction practices serves as testament
to the strength of the cultural undercurrents of homonationalism,
misogyny, and white supremacy identified over the course of this
project. The culturally embedded nature of fans is widely understood to be a simultaneous strength and limitation on the work
they produce. Jonathan Culler, a literary theorist whose work
focuses on semiotics, identifies the so-called “competent reader” as
a subject who is nevertheless governed, and thus limited, by con47
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straints imposed by the codes of a cultural community (Bensmaia
485). Similarly, literary theorist Stanley Fish’s “informed reader”
must act in accordance with certain literary and cultural conventions or risk being misunderstood altogether (Bensmaia 483).
According to Fish, “every reading of a text [is] determined,
albeit unconsciously, by the [individual’s] membership in an
interpretive community” (Bensmaia 483). The only hope for
lasting discursive change is in identifying these cultural undercurrents, both those shaping the cultural common sense of fan
writers and those which dismiss fanfiction as a genre as culturally
irrelevant, to expose how such forces work in tandem to ensure
the ongoing reinforcement of hegemonic values in the guise of
subversive space. Such a discussion necessitates a separation of
the individual authors from their works, while keeping in mind
that the enormous power of fan writing comes from acts of
repeated consumption. It is vital that we recognize these ideas
simultaneously (and allow that one does not necessarily eclipse
the other) as we continue to work towards a culturally conscious
understanding of fandom and fan writing.
Fanfiction is powerful because of its accessibility, its collaborative form, and its role as a tool for many cultural reader/writers
to work through their frustrations with the limitations of popular
cultural texts. Like any form of representation, however, it is
not a single instance but rather repeated narratives or ideas that
have the greatest impact (Hunting). Heteronormativity and the
concomitant erasure of radical queer identities matter in fan culture because they are so often repeated. Even in fandoms with
remarkably diverse casts and viewers, the impulse to gravitate
towards stories featuring white, cisgendered, male protagonists
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persists. Fanfiction can thus simultaneously subvert certain
norms while reinforcing dominant heteronormative narratives,
effectively propagating what fan scholar Ika Willis describes as
“the lack of a sustaining fictional world within which queer desire
can be recognized and read by the characters themselves” (Willis
160). When the sanitization of queer identities is repeatedly
propagated in ostensibly queer spaces, it effectively undermines
the potential for radical creative action inherent in fan culture
and the female and/or queer oppositional gaze.
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Friendly Glue:
How Photoplay

Created Community

T

oday, celebrities feel like virtual community members,
or even family members, but it has not always been
this way. In his book, A Short History of Celebrity,
Fred Inglis explores how technology has invented and
continues to reshape the modern celebrity. He argues that the
figure of the celebrity is a new phenomenon, less than 250 years
old (8), and that, as technology allowed for improvements in
the quality of image reproduction, fans and spectators feel closer
to celebrities than ever before (10). He also tracks the changing
nature of fame, and how glamour replaced honour or respectability as the key ingredient of celebrity. I will demonstrate how
Photoplay magazine plays a role in the changing nature of the
celebrity at a critical moment in the early twentieth century,
when motion pictures became available to mass audiences.
Celebrities bring people together, not just to movie theatres
or sports arenas, but in casual conversation too. As fans navigate
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who their favourite and least favourite celebrities are, they
create social bonds. Shared knowledge about celebrities brings
consumers together through conversation, even between strangers. Inglis notes this communal function, and he links it with
another fascinating element of the celebrity—the celebrity inha
its a strange simultaneous placement in the elite and non-elite
public sphere:
Celebrity is [...] one of the adhesives which, at a time when the
realms of public politics, civil society, and private domestic life are
increasingly fractured and enclosed in separate enclaves, serves
to pull those separate entities together and to do its bit towards
maintaining social cohesion and common values. Nonetheless, in
societies like ours priding themselves on having reduced the aura
of deference; on having opened their élites to popular talent: on
their mingling of high old art and new low popular culture with a
fine egalitarian hand, it is something of a surprise to find quite so
many people in thrall to the power of that same celebrity and to
those who carry it along with their lives. One way to catch hold of
this change will be to notice how celebrity has replaced the archaic
concept of renown. (4)

Inglis refers here to the entire history of the celebrity, but in
this paper the idea that “private domestic life [becomes]
increasingly fractured and enclosed in separate enclaves” (4),
seems particularly applicable to the early twentieth century,
a time when life became increasingly mechanized and isolated.
The passage also positions the celebrity in society. The celebrity
exists in a strange place, inhabiting a position of high-cultured,
elite dominance, while also remaining palatable to the mass
public. Inglis notes that the modern celebrity lacks renown.
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Renown, he argues, is a combination of being well known and
respectable (4). In pre-industrial communities, a renowned individual might have been a Lord, a priest, a monarch, or another
community member who has made substantial contributions to
society and enjoys a higher social position in the community (4).
Usually, these renowned people were either part of the community, and visible to citizens, or they held an almost
mythical status because of their invisibility (since images of them
were not easily reproduced). They were respected for their birth
placement, or their occupation, or a combination of both.
Post-industrial celebrities, on the other hand, were visible
strangers without birthrights, titles, or typically elite occupations.
Early film stars were part of a spectacular version of the ordinary.
They seemed to live lives very similar to their viewers’, but at
the same time, they were a little more beautiful, rich, funny, or
talented than the average person. Also, importantly, they
were part of a community that existed in the social imaginary
more than in physical, everyday life. They appeared on film or
television screens or on magazine pages, and they were visible
to people who, in fact, never occupied the same physical space
as them. Inglis notes that the increased ease of the reproduction
of photos that started in the nineteenth century, followed by the
introduction of motion pictures that made those images come to
life, worked in conjunction to make celebrity possible:
Celebrity, it is commonplace to say, is the product of culture and
technology. The new media of film and radio worked each in their
different way to restore immediacy and intimacy to human narrative at just the moment when mass modernity made everything
in city life seem so anonymous and fragmentary. In the cinema,
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for instance, the audience could see the stars in colossal close-up,
could watch their gigantic lips meet and touch, but could only do
so sitting in the dark, more or less solitarily, and eerily without any
physical propinquity to these intimacies. (Inglis 10-11)

Inglis focuses on the “anonymous and fragmentary” aspects
of early twentieth century society. He notes that film had a
seemingly magical ability to make the audience feel closer to
entertainers at a time when technology actually widened the spatial
and social gap between the viewer and the star, particularly
compared to live theatre. Combined with Inglis’ statement that
celebrities act as a social adhesive in a “fractured” and “enclosed”
society, celebrity and movie culture actually created and filled
the gaps it made (4). The physical experience of loneliness and
anonymity experienced through the act of watching a film was
soothed by the medium’s ability to entrance the viewer and make
them feel close to stars. In addition, magazines like Photoplay
intensified the sense of community created in part by film
technology. Specifically, Photoplay gave silent film actors voices
through the interviews they published.
My analysis of Photoplay relies on one more important point
that Inglis makes about the interaction between celebrities
and publicity vehicles like Photoplay. He argues that a critical
ingredient in the construction of modern celebrity was advertising in periodicals. He also argues that the relationship between
periodicals and advertisers plays an important role in sculpting
content that de-emphasized the “craft” of acting and emphasized
the enviable lifestyle of celebrities instead. In this way, periodicals
and their advertisers worked together to present a celebration of
an enhanced experience of ordinary life. So, where authors like
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Woolf, Joyce, or Hughes write about ordinary days and ordinary
events in extraordinary ways, the celebrity does ordinary things
in extraordinarily extravagant or entertaining ways in the pages
of periodicals like Photoplay. Inglis suggests the advertising industry created a new type of celebrity after the First World War:
The invention of stardom and the instantaneous mass publicity
it released by way of the new media from 1919 onwards twined
together in a strong rope of meaning some of the strongest and
strangest passions of modern society. The irresistible shine of
money was added to the new emphasis given by the advertising
industry to physical desirability and youthfulness. (12)

Here, Inglis suggests that advertising and publicity played a
significant role in guiding the content of magazines since 1919. I
examine Photoplay issues from 1914 and 1915, so I am interested
in navigating how certain articles fall into and outside of this
time frame, and challenging Inglis’ claims. While he accurately
points out one reason for the economic success of fan magazines
(that their content is advertiser friendly), his argument does not
fully address why the magazines are so successful with readers.
The rest of this paper will explore why reading Photoplay is such
an enriching and satisfying experience for readers, even while
acknowledging that fan magazines are often read as a disposable,
low culture, literary form.
As previously stated, technology shaped the celebrity through
the introduction of the motion picture, which is narrated in
Photoplay in fascinating ways. Two articles in particular demonstrate the shift from the stage to the screen in ways that
complement Inglis’ history. First, the article “Growing Up with
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the Movies by Florence Lawrence,” ends with a short but powerful
paragraph. Lawrence states, after quoting her mother’s concern
over her entering the motion picture industry, “my mind was
made up. I liked the work, and I positively did not feel that the
motion picture play was beneath me” (Lawrence and Katterjohn
41). Lawrence’s response seems to address the classed perceptions of the type of work motion picture acting was as much
as the financial decision that her mother encourages her not to
pursue. Earlier in the article she admits that, at first, she thought
that motion pictures were a novelty (39). Lawrence subtly notes
a class divide between theatre and motion pictures that echoes
Inglis’ comments about high and low art. Like contemporary
blockbusters, motion pictures were not high art. Even theatre
straddled the border between art and cheap entertainment,
depending on subject matter. The elitism that pre-industrial,
renowned citizens enjoyed was not part of the film star’s identity,
and Lawrence notes this fact when she mentions that she did not
believe that acting in motion pictures was below her.
While Lawrence describes a class divide between the stage
and the screen, in the article “The Girl on The Cover,” Winifred
Kingston describes the changing nature of her own fame as she
switched performance media. She narrates her realization that film
actors had a different relationship with viewers than stage stars:
I’ve often wondered why it is that people seem to regard us motion
picture folk as more real human beings than they do actors and
actresses whom they see upon the stage. It would seem more
probable that we, being seen in pictures only, would not seem
nearly so real to them, and yet exactly the opposite seems to be
true. The incident of those young women coming to me for the
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pattern of my dress is a point. Of course, they might have done it
if they’d seen me on the stage instead of the pictures of me, but I
rather doubt it. Then, in so many ways we’re constantly learning
how friendly our audiences feel toward us. (Davis 35-36)

The dress incident she alludes to is a moment when some of her
fans approached her to ask her for the pattern of a dress she
wore in a film. Kingston uses the word “real” to describe how she
thinks her fans feel about her. This “realness” seems linked to the
immediacy and intimacy that Inglis mentioned when describing
the effect that motion pictures had on viewers. The actors were
no longer yelling at the audience while pretending to be in a
drawing room, which was represented by a painted backdrop
and two chairs in a stage performance. Film stars are instead
seen close up in what seem like real places, rendering it easier to
suspend disbelief while watching. As audience members watch
films they experience the narrative on a more personal and
private level. The girls in the story could walk up to Kingston
and ask her for a dress pattern because, unlike the stage star, an
esteemed judge, or a monarch, the film star felt like a friend.
Another aspect of celebrity, as Inglis describes it, is glamour.
He defines glamour as wealth, beauty, and even a leisurely
attitude toward life (Inglis 12). The glamour of the film star,
Inglis argues, makes their lives seem desirable, and purchasable
as well. By downplaying the stars’ talent or luck that contributed
to the career success they were experiencing, and replacing that
content with information about things they owned, or details
about their personal lives, the possibility of living like—or even
becoming—a star seemed temptingly possible to fans through
mere emulation.
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In the article “Ethel Clayton at Home,” superficiality and
attainability, and therefore the potential for emulation, of the
film star lifestyle are pushed to the extreme. Clayton’s wealth
and beauty are put on display. The luxurious contents of Ethel
Clayton’s home are described in microscopic detail, for pages.
The inventory is accompanied by pictures, and observations like
“Miss Clayton confesses to an illogical fondness for pillows and
she has quite a wonderful collection of them” (Vance 128). These
observations are presented to the reader in resolute seriousness.
Once her home is completely catalogued, Elsie Vance concludes:
This article would be incomplete if, after describing everything
about Ethel Clayton so minutely, I failed to tell you what she
herself is like. She has red-gold hair, very soft and thick and wavy,
blue eyes with enormously long, dark eyelashes, a perfectly straight
nose and the clearest skin and the whitest forehead in the world.
On this particular afternoon, she wore a blue dress trimmed with
cretonne in tones of cream and pink and yellow that was very
fetching. (128)

The first sentence of this passage, if it were aiming to be
particularly honest, should read, “This article would be
incomplete if, after describing everything in Ethel Clayton’s home
so minutely, I failed to tell you what she herself looks like.” By
reducing “everything about Ethel Clayton” down to the contents
of her home, and reducing who she “is” as a person, down to
her appearance, the differences between Ethel Clayton and the
reader are minimized. With a bit of redecorating, a few cosmetics, and some extra cash, the reader could be Ethel Clayton too.
The article delivers the promise that the reader can be like a film
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star, and this narrative would simply not be believable if the
differences that were highlighted were more difficult to achieve.
Anyone can save up and start a pillow collection, but not everyone can act.
In conclusion, Photoplay worked in conjunction with film to
create a connection between reader and celebrity that was significantly more intense than the connection the public might have
felt previously with the pre-industrial icons. Technology that led
to inexpensive photo reproduction on paper coupled with the
advent of the motion picture created a new type of celebrity. The
periodical satisfied the public’s curiosity of stars’ lives brought
on by the sensation of closeness the viewer felt with the film
star. And Inglis argued that the film star’s glamour was emphasized in the interest of advertisers. I argue that these issues of
Photoplay are more driven by community-building, and while
certain articles focused on the superficial and the purchasable, other
articles featured content that created stronger links between the
photoplayer and the reader at a time when the mass public felt
increasingly isolated, fragmented and anonymous.
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Game of Clones:
Authorship, Ownership, and the
World’s Most-Pirated TV Show

G

ame of Thrones is the most pirated television show
in the world, with up to 1.5 million copies being
downloaded on a single day (Van der Sar Torrent).
Additionally, the book series that the show is
based upon, A Song of Ice and Fire, has sold more than 58 million
copies, and the fanfiction repository Archive of Our Own houses more than 150,000 unique fanfictions based on the fictional
world and characters of Westoros and the Seven Kingdoms.
Thanks to an extremely voracious fanbase, A Song of Ice and Fire
is one of the most reproduced and circulated fictions of our
time. This paper will investigate questions about authorship and
ownership that arise from the extreme amount of copying of
both Game of Thrones and A Song of Fire and Ice. Firstly, what
is the canonical, “original” narrative? Secondly, who is/are the
author(s) of this text? And thirdly, what effect does piracy and
circulation have on the author function? This essay will argue that
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fans of the series, through their appreciative consumption, copying, and distribution of George R.R. Martin’s work, have actually
laid claim to ownership of his works, and disrupted George R.R.
Martin’s author function.
To elaborate on these claims, my arguments will refer to
Walter Benjamin’s seminal text on copying and appropriation,
The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility, along
with commentary from contemporary critics Aleida and Jan
Assmann and Marcus Boon. Benjamin’s text argues (among many
other things) that a work of art’s aura, that is to say, its inherent
value and quality, is diminished through copying. Benjamin was
particularly concerned with cinema’s massive audience and the
immediacy of its reception and criticism, but his arguments are
perhaps more relevant than ever after the advent of the internet,
fan forums, and live-tweeting. In contrast, Aleida and Jan
Assmann’s essay “Air From Other Planets Blowing: the Logic
of Authenticity and the Prophet of the Aura” describes how
“fakes,” “remakes,” and “copies” define what is “real” and what
is “original,” and will be relevant to examining the relationship
between A Song of Ice and Fire and Game of Thrones (147). Finally,
Marcus Boon’s book In Praise of Copying suggests that copying is
an integral part of human nature, culture, and identity. Boon considers how acts of appropriation connect artists, art, consumers,
and culture, and how each of these elements are defined through
copying. Boon’s arguments will also be relevant with regard to A
Song of Ice and Fire’s position as an “original” story.
It is hard to look at Game of Thrones/A Song of Ice and Fire as
a single story, so it is also difficult to determine authorship. Does
it belong to author George R.R. Martin, who created the world
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of Westeros and The Seven Kingdoms in his book series? Does
the narrative belong to the HBO adaptation Game of Thrones’
show-runners Dan Weiss and David Benioff, who have taken
the narrative beyond the books, and will most likely write the
ending to the story? Or does authorship belong to the legions
of fanfiction and fan-theory writers, who have been filling in
missing details and theorising about untold plot points while
(not-so-patiently) waiting for the official series to continue?
All of these participants have authored elements of the Seven
Kingdoms in some way, and claimed different versions of the
story. Instances of people who are not the first author writing
different elements of the narrative lines up with what critic
Marcus Boon calls appropriation: “the act of claiming the right
to use, make or own something that someone else claims in the
same way” (Boon 205). Martin, Weiss, Benioff, and all the story’s
fans claim parts of the story, but does claiming mean ownership?
Do the fans own this story?
The obvious answer would be no; the story belongs to George
R.R. Martin, its original creator. He claims ownership through
authoring the narrative—it is his name on the cover of the books,
after all. However, not everyone sees the question of authorship
so simply; looking at the many ways A Song of Ice and Fire has
been influenced by fans complicates this question. Martin is very
interested in his fans’ reception of his fictional worlds: he greets
fans at conventions, responds to them on forums, and has even
acknowledged that some fan-theories about his yet-unwritten
stories “are right” (Furness). On his personal website, Martin
showcases fan-made art, and assures his fans that he reads all
their mail and that if they “haven’t received a response, all I can
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offer is apologies” (Martin). Like the movie actor described in
Benjamin’s “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological
Reproducibility,” Martin “knows that in the end he is confronting the masses. It is they who will control him” (Benjamin 33).
Martin cares about what his readers and fans think and what
they want from his work. He appreciates his fans’ enthusiasm,
even though he insists that his story is not a “democracy,” and
that he will not “insert things just because everyone wants them”
(Furness). Although Martin insists that he does not bend to his
fans’ demands, the fact that he acknowledges and responds to
them indicates that he at least considers the reception of his
work while writing.
In return, Martin’s fans definitely have “the expectation […]
that they’ll be able to interact with the fictional worlds they
adore, and even sway the activities of their creators” (Wershler
et al. 17). His fans interact with him in a way that suggests they
feel that they own the story, pestering him with abuse over not
finishing their book, or demanding explanations for the deaths
of their favourite characters. Many fans express feeling like
they are not waiting for Martin’s next instalment, but their next
instalment of A Song of Ice and Fire. The fans may not be claiming
outright authorship of Martin’s work, but, through their interactions, they are exercising a sort of influence and ownership of
the narrative. Their claims are bolstered by Martin’s willingness
to respond to fans who confront him on the internet and at
conventions, which suggests that he might be swayed by their
influence. In particular, at the Edinburgh International Book
Festival in August 2014, Martin admitted that he had come
across writing by fans who “had put together the extremely sub68
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tle and obscure clues that I’d planted in the books, and came
to the right solution,” meaning the storyline for his upcoming
books. Then, pondering his response to seeing the ending to his
story already written by a fan, he said, “So what do I do then?
Do I change it? I wrestled with that issue and I came to the
conclusion that changing it would be a disaster, because the
clues were there” (Furness). No matter what Martin decides to
do moving forward, he has acknowledged that his fans have not
only influenced his work, one of them might already have written
it. Whether Martin actually changes his planned story or not,
his fans and consumers have made him consider it. Despite fan
influence, Martin insists that he is writing the books for himself,
to his own standards, and at his own pace. When fans clamour
for their next book, he responds that he will not finish his story
until he is done with it.
However, if Martin is working at finishing his story at
his own pace, whose story is David Benioff and Dan Weiss
finishing? The two show runners—who are admitted “big fans” of
Martin’s books—adapted the first five books of Martin’s series
for the first five seasons of the HBO series Game of Thrones. But
by the sixth season, they had run out of source material to copy
from. Instead of putting the series on hold while waiting for new
material from Martin, Benioff and Weiss took over as authors by
writing their own new material. They had shifted from adapting
source material to producing source material.
This shift elevated Weiss and Benioff ’s status from copiers
to authors, which in turn strengthened their claims to authorship and ownership of Games of Thrones as a distinct text, and
increased the perceived value of their adaptation. As Marcus
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Boon points out, “the copy is never allowed the myth of essence
that is accorded to other things, and that is used to establish their
value” (233). Before the sixth season, it was difficult to evaluate
Game of Thrones as an original text in its own right, because it
was always merely a copy of A Song of Ice and Fire. Anything
that remained true to the source material could be attributed
to or blamed on Martin, and anything that was changed would
always be evaluated as a comparison with Martin’s work. Now
that Game of Thrones is no longer adapting Martin’s written
work, is it still an adaptation? Or is it now an original in its own
right? Has the adaptation appropriated the essence and value of
the original?
Boon would argue that a copy can only establish its value
“through deception and dissimulation” (233), meaning that a
copy can only be considered valuable if it passes as the original. For the first five seasons of the HBO series, it was clear
that Game of Thrones was a copy of A Song of Ice and Fire. Save
for some condensing of major plot points and amalgamation of
minor characters, the TV show was a faithful adaptation of the
book. However, after the on-screen deaths of more than twenty
characters who remain alive in the books, Martin has said that
“some of the spoilers [fans] may encounter in season six may
not be spoilers at all […] because the show and the books have
diverged, and will continue to do so” (Sims). Martin’s insistence
on a divergence between the two works suggests that Benioff
and Weiss’s Game of Thrones is not an adaptation of A Song of Ice
and Fire, but rather an original in its own right. Martin stresses
the difference between Benioff and Weiss’ show and his future
books in order to protect his control over his story. He asserts
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that he will still be making the choices in his narrative, and that
his readers do not have to expect the same narrative as the shows.
However, the originality of Benioff and Weiss’ work undermines
Martin’s position as author. If Benioff and Weiss are producing
an original narrative, can Martin’s future books still be called
originals or are they now the adaptations? Even if Martin does
not copy the shows by following a similar narrative, is there any
way he can avoid being influenced by them? Instead of fans and
critics comparing how Game of Thrones deviated from A Song of
Ice and Fire, the roles have been reversed, and comparisons will
be made the other way around. By virtue of being released first,
Benioff and Weiss’ show will take on the status of original and
relegate Martin’s future books to the role of adaptation. It will
be interesting to see how closely (or not) Martin’s future books
resemble Benioff and Weiss’ show.
Another challenge to the creator’s authorship of Game
of Thrones and A Song of Ice and Fire is how often the work is
illegally copied and circulated. Game of Thrones in particular is
notorious for how much it is pirated by fans. Martin, Benioff,
Weiss, and even Time-Warner CEO Jeff Bewkes have all spoken
favourably about how frequently the show is pirated, as if
piracy is a compliment. They all seem to appreciate that “reproduction do[es] not diminish and destroy the original but—quite the
contrary—set[s] off and highlight[s] its value” (Assmann 147).
Bewkes is quoted as saying, “Game of Thrones is the most
pirated show in the world. Well, you know, that’s better than an
Emmy” (Tassi). Upon hearing that Australia illegally downloads
the most episodes per capita, Weiss exclaimed, “Yes! I’ll take it!”
(Windolf ). Instead of asserting their ownership of the property,
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those involved in its production seem thrilled that people are
stealing their work.
Martin, Benioff, Weiss, and Bewkes probably realise that
“such free ‘advertising’ or publicity may enhance the artist’s
reputation and increase the value of his works” (Landes 4). The
incredible popularity of the TV show creates more demand for
both the TV show and the books. As more people watch and
talk about the show, more people want to watch it. Martin’s book
sales increased by a healthy margin after the show premiered,
and HBO gets more and more subscribers each year, despite (or
because of ) the millions of pirates stealing their work. They may
in fact be “allowing unauthorized copies to circulate as a deliberate distribution strategy” (Wershler et al. 17). HBO sends letters
informing people that what they are doing is illegal, but there
does not seem to be a real effort to enforce their ownership.
It is also possible that the creators and network may not
subscribe to the idea that the pirates are stealing their work
at all, or that the copying of their work actually damages it.
Marcus Boon suggests that, from a Heideggarian point of view,
appropriation of a work grants some legitimacy to its essence
(or aura). He writes that “for Heidegger, the process by which
things come to appear to have essences relies on an appropriation […] thus, it is appropriation, rather than essence, that is
determinative of these things” (Boon 218). The fact that so many
people take and claim this narrative actually gives a legitimacy to the essence of the story, demonstrating that it has such a
universal appeal. Furthermore, the fact that so many people are
clamouring for new books and new episodes gives the authors an
incentive to produce more work, and their supporters to invest in
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it. If taking, claiming, and appropriating the story gives it both
its essence and a motivation for its continuation, are these pirates
and consumers not fulfilling a type of author function?
A Song of Ice and Fire was undoubtedly created by George
R.R. Martin, but does that necessitate that he continues to
author it? Martin legitimizes the influence of his fans over
his writing by responding to them on the internet and social
media. He has given the status of original to his fans, Benioff and
Weiss’s, adaptation by stressing the differences between the two
works. Finally, Martin has benefited by not exercising his control
over his intellectual property, as permitting his fans to copy and
disseminate Game of Thrones has lead to astonishing popularity
and remarkably high sales for the fifth installment of his
book series, and continuing demand for his future books. One
could argue that Martin’s creation has left his control and been
appropriated by his fans both officially and unofficially.
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Joyce Would Love the
Internet: The Adaptation and
Decolonization of the English
Language in “The Oxen of the Sun”

T

he impulse that drives the argument of this essay
arose in the context of an informal class discussion,
during which one of my peers maintained that, were
James Joyce aware of the current state of the English
language, he would be turning in his grave. When questioned,
this peer eagerly revealed the underlying premise of the claim:
with the increasing ubiquity of LOLs and IDKs and IIRCs—
respectively standing for: “laughing out loud,” “I don’t know,” and
“if I remember correctly”—the Internet has hailed a decline in
the quality and accuracy of the language. However, to assert such
a position is to entrench Joyce in his place within the canon of
literature, while disregarding his contextual position as an Irish
writer at a time when Ireland was rife with political upheaval and
increasingly resistant to colonial rule. This essay is an examination of what is at stake in a reading that resists the desire for a
seamlessly homogenous state of the English language, and an
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attempt to tease out the merits of the kind of linguistic
experimentation and adaptation that can be found on the
Internet today, as well as in Joyce’s Ulysses. One example of such
adaptation, particularly salient as a rebuttal of the examples
used by my peer in his explanation, can be found in the “Aeolus”
chapter: one of the section headers is “K. M. R. I. A.,” standing
for Myles Crawford’s exclamation that Mr. Keyes can “kiss my
royal Irish arse” (186). For the purposes of this essay, I will
focus on the “Oxen of the Sun” chapter, and the use of
language therein.
It has become a widespread trend for English speakers to
despair over the state of the English language. With the rise of
the Internet and the massive influx of non-native speakers and
writers, the language has succumbed to a multiplicity of changes.
From the copious use of acronyms to the popularity of unpunctuated text, Internet users have finagled the predominant language
of cyber-communication into a symbiotic relationship with its
medium. In a medium that offers limited range of tonal variation,
the language has been adapted to counteract this problem.
Experimentation with formal elements, such as italicizing,
bolding, and underlining, allows writers to emphasize words
in particular ways; similarly, the use of excessive capitalization
allows for the inference of a raised voice. Furthermore, the
usage of punctuation is much changed from the traditional,
grammatically correct manner of employ. By using it—sometimes
in combination with letter characters—as representations of
facial expressions, by completely omitting punctuation from a
sentence and allowing multiple sentences to flow together as one,
or by the insertion of excessive amounts of a singular punctuation
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mark—such as “!!!!!!!!!!” or “?????????”—the Internet writer is able
to deconstruct and change the rules of the written language in
order to more accurately reflect the tone, intent, and mood of a
piece of Internet writing than they might be able to when confining themselves to the established grammatical tradition.
In these and many other ways, Internet users hone and shape
the English language—with deliberate disregard for the rules
of grammar—to reflect their implied tone, their emotional
state, and the medium in which they are writing. Deane
discusses the
intricate relationships between various forms of competence in the
English language and the varied forms of ‘authenticity’ that are
often indicators both of a level of ‘incompetence’, when that is
measured against standard English, and a form of vigorous
eloquence when the standard form of English is deemed to have
become featurelessly uniform. (112-3)

These relationships illuminate the connection between the
“competent” execution of standard English and the perceived
authenticity of the writing in question. Clearly, in order to
be considered an authentic form of writing, it must conform
to the standards of the dominant writing structure. In this
colonial narrative of assimilation, “it is not at all surprising that
[…] the mastery of the language of the colonizer, and the tense
situation between that and the language(s) it displaces, should
be so critical an issue for writers in particular” (Deane 114-5).
The tendency of certain people to criticize these adaptations
speaks of a resistance not to the global use of the language but
to the adaptation of it to suit the many non-native speakers and
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writers of English. Furthermore, this criticism of adaptation and
the endorsement of such an assimilatory approach to writing and
the use of language indicate a colonial mindset in the dominant
group (i.e., writers of English who advocate and use “proper”
grammar). In this dynamic then, the writers who make changes
to the language and refuse to be assimilated into the dominant
English language form the reactionary postcolonial mindset of
the “disenfranchised” writers. Because these Internet writers often communicate in their second or even third language, there
is more freedom for them to play with the grammar and formal
elements of the language.
Resistance to this more postcolonial approach to the English
language belies a particularly elitist attitude towards the language,
and the use of classic, canonical writers to justify and enforce
previously determined grammatical rules certainly reinforces this
perspective. However, Joyce’s position in the canon challenges
this very attitude. Few are the people who would argue that
Ulysses does not deserve a position in the abstruse list of “Great
Classics,” but this position calls into question the logic of the
above argument the moment Ulysses’ first page is read; and of
course, the further into the novel the reader delves, the less the
logic of the argument holds up. Joyce’s experimental use of the
English language in Ulysses is taken to its nonsensical head in
“Oxen of the Sun.” In this essay, I demonstrate how Joyce’s
bastardization of grammar, syntax, and the novel form resists the
direction taken by sticklers to the traditional rules of English
grammar. In this respect, Ulysses functions as a form of resistance
to the colonizing thrust of the English literary canon. By challenging the expected archetype of both the literal form of the
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novel as well as the structure of the language used, Joyce opposes
the colonial impact of literature. His investment in a postcolonial
project of dismantling the idea of an elitist English canon
becomes clear through an analysis of the “Oxen of the Sun”
episode. By investigating the manners in which Joyce changes
and subverts the grammar and syntax of English in this episode,
and by looking at his use of the English literary canon in this
essay, I hope to demonstrate that the episode serves as a summation of one of Joyce’s efforts throughout the novel: his attempt at
decolonizing the English language.
The episode begins with a ritualistic chant of, “DeshilHollesEamus. DeshilHollesEamus. DeshilHollesEamus” (499). By
establishing the Irish language at the very beginning of the
episode, Joyce introduces the tension between the two languages.
Though not making an attempt to replace English with Irish,
he is nevertheless aware of the erasure of Ireland’s language and
the imposition of the language of the colonizer upon the native
population. In The Hegemony of English, Macedo, Dendrinos, and
Gounari compare the American preference for English-only
education to the approach of European colonizers,
who tried to eradicate the use of African languages in institutional
life and who inculcated Africans with myths and beliefs concerning the savage nature of their cultures through educational systems
which used only European languages. (66)

Though this argument does not directly involve Irish language
conflicts with the English, it is still applicable to the situation.
Lloyd, in his book Irish Culture and Colonial Modernity 18002000, writes about “the ways in which the spaces and practices of
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oral culture are represented and targeted by the colonial state and
[…] about the recalcitrance and even the more or less articulate
resistance that the oral poses to the imposition of a homogenizing
colonial culture” (4). The imposition of the English language
upon the Irish people and the consequent decline in Irish language practice had an effect on both the culture and people of
Ireland—as well as on the English language itself. Joyce’s interest
in proper expression through syntactical changes to the language
therefore functions as a type of oral resistance to the colonial
culture being imposed upon Irish literature.
The changes to the English language that were precipitated by
the attempt to assimilate the Irish people are of the same nature
as the changes incurred by non-native English speakers writing
on the Internet today. Joyce plays with these changes by altering
the syntax of sentences: “This manipulation of sentence parts,
this refashioning of syntactic order, are the essential qualities
of the Joycean sentence” (8), Gottfried writes. In many ways,
“Joyce draws attention to syntactic rules in one sentence in
order to defy them in the next” (11). This kind of experimentation with language is then used to defy the English literary
canon in “Oxen of the Sun.” By beginning the episode with a
defiance of this canon through incorporation of the Irish
language in an English text, Joyce starts off his cycle of drawing
attention to and then dismissing syntactic rules and the literary
works that epitomize them. Each time Joyce mimics and
parodies a British literary style, such as when he writes, “Before
born bliss babe had. Within womb won he worship” (502) as a
mimicry of early Anglo-Saxon alliterative verse forms, his
prerogative remains to master the form, and then dismiss it
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and move on to the next. In discussing not literary endeavours
but Irish mourning practices, Lloyd states, “…it is less the concealed content of the keen that gives rise to disturbance than the
form itself, which stands as a striking instance of Irish cultural
difference from the English” (55, emphasis original). The disparity between form and content is the issue that Joyce must deal
with when he says, “I have the words already. What I am seeking
is the perfect order of the words in the sentence. There is an order
in every way appropriate” (qtd. in Gottfried 9).
Joyce traces the gestation of the English language through
its influence on the Irish culture. In his decision to discard each
form he tries on, the text of “Oxen of the Sun” takes on a rather
more controversial aspect. By associating the literary canon with
the months of human gestation, the episode implies a certain
kind of hopefulness about the development of the language on
one level. On the other level, however, the systematic throwing
away of each form when Joyce moves on to the next is almost
reminiscent of abortion. In a sense, the text associates abortion
with the sterile, grammatically accurate English literary canon
composed of writers such as Sir Thomas Malory, John Milton,
John Bunyan, Sir Samuel Pepys, Thomas de Quincey, T.H.
Huxley, Walter Pater, and John Ruskin, among several others.
Joyce’s ironic representation of these writers and his systematic
discarding of their styles therefore take on a more sinister tone.
If Joyce’s text seems formally concerned with the abortion
of the gestated English literary form, then it makes sense that
the characters would reflect this concern with contraception.
Stephen voices anxiety surrounding the concept on more than
one occasion, saying things like
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But, gramercy, what of those Godpossibled souls that we nightly
impossibilise, which is the sin against the Holy Ghost, Very God,
Lord and Giver of Life? For, sirs, he said, our lust is brief. We are
means to those small creatures within us and nature has other ends
than we. ( Joyce 508)

Another moment of concern with fertility and sterilization occurs when Mr. Mulligan discusses his “national fertilizing farm
to be named Omphalos with an obelisk hewn and erected after
the fashion of Egypt and to offer his dutiful yeoman services
for the fecundation of any female” (526, emphasis original).
The abundance of such discussions and of jokes about condoms
and pregnancies provides an interesting counterpoint to the
concern regarding the sterilization of language as depicted in the
abortive use of the English literary canon. The issue seems to
involve the use of standardized grammar, as represented by
the British writers parodied in the episode, and the potential
for growth and development depicted when Joyce throws off
those mantles. Since the thrust of this episode is to move past
the standardized English syntax and grammar of the British
literary canon, the discussion of contraception in the novel is
symbolic of the sterilization of the English language seen in these
works. “Oxen of the Sun” is then an attempt to move past the
contraceptive function of standardized grammar by creating and
producing an organic, oral type of syntax that is capable of growth
and development.
Gottfried states, “The novel’s recreation of spoken forms, its
oral dimension, is informed by the unique character of its syntax”
(6). This syntax is very different from what can be seen in the
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literary canon discussed above. If “it is possible to view [ Joyce’s]
career as a long drive to find perfect language” (French 240), then
the discarding of prior forms and the adoption of experimental
syntax must be part of the process. This process then must include
the development of what Steinberg calls, “a type of sentence that
one usually associates with the Irish” (79). This development
occurs throughout the novel, but it is taken to an extreme in this
particular episode. Joyce’s use of the language at the end of the
episode creates a mostly unintelligible reading experience. In
this respect, he mimics the effects of being immersed in a foreign
accent; certain words are recognizable, but, combined with
slang and in an order not conforming to standard English
syntax, the sentence becomes difficult to decipher. Senn
explains, “it is to […] syntax, that we as speakers of English
are far more sensitively attuned than to individual words. We
don’t expect to recognize every word we hear […] but we do
expect to be able to recognize an English sentence when we hear
one” (48). For example, take “Lay you two to one Jenatzy licks
him ruddy well hollow” ( Joyce 560): not only does Joyce’s
vocabulary here provoke confusion, so does his syntax. As
a reader, due to the lack of punctuation in the sentence, it takes
some time to figure out that the speaker is laying odds in favour
of Jenatzy.
However, the end section of “Oxen of the Sun” does not limit
itself only to the Irish type of sentence discussed by Steinberg,
which often includes “the predicate of the sentence [which]
comes at the beginning rather than at the end of the sentence”
(79). Instead, Joyce includes and celebrates a vast sampling of
English dialects, many of them completely unintelligible. For
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example, he writes in the dialect of an American evangelist,
saying, “Come on, you dog-gone, bullnecked, beetlebrowed,
hogjowled, peanut-brained, weaseleyedfourflushers, false alarms
and excess baggage” (561), and in Cockney slang: “Waiting,
guvnor?” (558). This amalgamation of accents and dialects
being represented through the varied syntax and the ignored
grammar of the English language is then a clear indication of
Joyce’s attempts at decolonizing the language. By resisting the
thrust of the perfected standard grammar, Joyce allows the
dialects of many cultures to shine through, even though he is still
writing in English himself.
Joyce’s choice of representing the English language as the
product of a nine month gestation indicates his organic view
of the language. His constant experimentation with syntax,
grammar, and vocabulary is indicative of his attitude towards the
colonial aspects of the English language as enforced by the
English literary canon. Throughout the novel, Joyce must navigate between the themes of colonization and decolonization, and
he is consistently in tension with the language as a product of
each of these themes. His attempt to write an Irish epic creates
a difficulty when examining the fact that he chose to write it
in English. However, because of his consistent experimentation
and the use of syntax that mimics both the oral form and the
Irish form of sentences, as well as many other dialects with it,
Joyce manages to counteract the issue surrounding his choice to
write in the language of the colonizer. By adapting the colonizer’s
language to suit the dialects and tones he chooses, Joyce allows
the language to function in opposition to the colonial thrust of
the English literary canon.
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The use of the discussions of contraception and fertility also
allows the text to confront issues of the sterility of language and
his attempts to allow it to develop in a manner that is organic,
without confining the use of the language to the colonial aspect
of mere standardized grammatical perfection. This focus of the
novel reflects what might have been Joyce’s opinion regarding
the adaptation of English grammar and formal elements on the
Internet—his own use of such techniques certainly indicates that
he would have been sympathetic to the changes that are incurred
on a daily basis on blogs and social media. I would even go so
far as to suggest that, had Joyce been around to see it, he
would have been an avid defender of such “ungrammatical”
uses of language and punctuation. I might even venture to
state that Joyce would enjoy the rampant Internet phenomenon
of memes.
In light of this argument, then, it is difficult to maintain the
attitude that the rise of the Internet has heralded the decline
of the English language, as discussed at the beginning of this
essay. It therefore becomes necessary to re-examine the impact of
experimentation with language in literature and on the Internet.
When taking into consideration the experimental nature of
both Joyce’s literary works and Internet users’ use of the English
language, one cannot dismiss one and expound on the qualities
of the other. Therefore, either it can be said that the changes
being made to the language on the Internet are deplorable and
an indication of the decline of the literacy of the current generation, which dismisses the experimental nature of Joyce’s prose
as well, or it can be said that the current generation is following
in the vein of great writers such as Joyce in their attempts to
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create a language that perfectly suits their reality and their needs.
The first statement reflects a very Old World, colonial type of
mentality, and thus it is evident that the second, through its
deconstruction of the imposed language of the colonizers and
the inherent resistance to colonial pressures, allows both Joyce
and non-native writers of English on the Internet to participate
in the effort to decolonize the English language on a syntactical,
grammatical, and integral level.
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Gertrude Stein:
The Vichy Paradox

I

n her translation of the Pétain speeches, commissioned
during the Second World War, Gertrude Stein employed
translation as a medium of resistance against the Vichy
government she was working for. Stein was a fervent
advocate of agency, especially in relation to literature. On the
one hand, her compositional style, with its interest in transforming and subverting language, resulted in linguistic uncertainties
that encouraged interpretive agency. On the other hand, as she
expressed through her notion of genius, creation required a
dialogue between self and other. Consequently, a translation
that simply reiterated murdered authorial genius. This crucial
difference between translation as transportation and translation as transformation will benefit from being analysed through
the lens of media theory. By drawing from the importance
Stein placed on actively creating meaning rather than passively
relating it, I will validate how the translations are not, as has
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been often stipulated, in opposition to the rhetorical style and
ideological framework that directs her previous work, but rather
a continuity of it. In other words, as texts such as Melanctha and
Tender Buttons demonstrate, Stein capitalized on gaps—both
interpretive and semantic—in order to challenge the notion
that systems of language can be deciphered to arrive at truths.
This is also applicable to her Pétain translations, whose syntax
is disorganised by literal equivalences. Rather than condemning
Stein for collaborating with the anti-Semitic Vichy government,
I propose that the syntax of her translations needs to be analysed
in relation to the compositional style that permeates the texts
of her literary career—most notably, her usage of linguistic
ambiguities to heighten the value of indeterminacy. Stein’s Vichy
translations mark one of those instances where the “medium is
the message” (McLuhan 7) insofar as the form is more telling
than the content.
Between 1941 and 1943, Gertrude Stein translated the
speeches of Marshal Philippe Pétain, head of state of the
Vichy government, collaborationist with the Nazi Party. The
goal of these translations, according to her introduction, was to
promote Nazi ideology to an American audience. Interestingly, the
project was instigated and carried on after the United States had
already entered the war against the fascist forces. What makes
these translations particularly controversial is the irreconcilability
between their blatant anti-Semitic subject matter, on par with
Nazi facism, and Stein’s reputation for being “an intellectual and
artistic iconoclast, […] the originator of a radically antiauthoritarian, antipatriarchal poetics” (Will “Lost in Translation” 652).
Essentially, the translations point to an important dichotomy
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between Stein’s penchant towards conservativism and her
prominent avant-gardist style.
Much speculation has been made to reconcile those two
diametrically opposed factors. For instance, Renate Stendhal
proposes that Stein was genuinely oblivious to Pétain’s tendency
towards fascism. Perhaps, given Pétain’s heroic reputation established after the Battle of Verdun in 1916, Stein hoped he would
protect France from Nazi Germany. Yet Stendhal quickly shifts
gears and states that this theory is easily contestable since the
process of translation would require Stein to be aware of the
highly fascist, anti-Semitic content of the speeches. Barbara Will
offers a solution that justifies Stein’s translations by heightening
the overpowering pull of survival. As a Jewish woman “living in
a region of France targeted for particular ‘purges’ of Jews by the
Vichy secret police,” Stein could have very well embarked on
this translation project “in order to save her own life” (“Ruthless
Flowers” 659). When her long-time friend Bernard Fay aligned
himself with the Vichy administration, he published an article
in the right-wing, fascist French newspaper Je Suis Partout, in
which he praises Stein’s work as an example of “fascist ideals
of nationalism, artistic purity, and authoritarianism” (“Ruthless
Flowers” 656). He justified such a claim by pointing out that
Stein created an intricate system of linguistic repetitions which
renders the text accessible to a selected few. In other words,
Fay presented Stein’s complicated syntax as a form of elitism.
According to Will, by doing so, Fay leveraged her power as a
means of serving the Vichy regime. However, I venture to
argue that it is extremely ineffective, not to mention disruptive
to the convictions that permeate Stein’s literary style, to simply
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justify her collaboration with the fascists by portraying her as a
victimized pawn in the game actively controlled by Bernard Fay.
Instead of analysing the translations and how they function, this
perspective removes agency from Stein in an effort to reduce
moral responsibility.
An important factor with regards to the Pétain translations
is that Stein translated the speeches word-for-word, simultaneously distorting the syntax and the meaning of the content.
This is particularly suspicious considering that Stein was fluent
in both French and English. Given her fluency, one can argue
that the literal translation was done purposefully—that is, with a
pre-established aim. The intent is indicative of agency, and therefore represents the reason I believe the rhetoric of her political
aims can be treated in relation to her aesthetic aims. Stein chose
to translate the speeches word-for-word, consequently creating
confusion for the reader. Although the ambiguity that results
from the distorted syntax is not as blatant in her Vichy translations as it is in her previous work, it still encourages a multiplicity of interpretations that is reminiscent of her linguistic
style in texts like Melanctha and Tender Buttons. Gertrude Stein
was a master of rhetoric, meticulous in choosing both the terms
employed and the order in which they were orchestrated. She
valued agency above all else, both on the part of the reader and
the author. Let us first explore the compositional style in some
of her earlier works.
Stein’s compositional style has long been associated with
avant-gardist artistic modes of expression such as Cubism.
According to Marjorie Perloff, Stein’s style resembles Cubist art insofar as it superimposes verbal planes “to create the
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kind of geometric fantasy found in the Picasso paintings” (34).
Indeed, the phonemic plane interacts with the differing semantic
codes, resulting in an amalgam of sounds and meanings which
allow for interpretations. The connection between Cubism
and Stein’s syntax rests on the “tension between reference and
[the] compositional game” (Perloff 34), which ultimately uses
ambiguity to highlight the impossibility of resolution. For
instance, in Melanctha, Stein uses the mode of repetition to
create ambiguity through change. When Jeff asks Melanctha if
she loves him, she replies:
Oh you so stupid Jeff boy, of course I always love you. Always and
always Jeff and I always just so good to you. Oh you so stupid Jeff
and don’t know when you got it good with me. Oh dear, Jeff I certainly am so tired Jeff tonight, don’t you go be a bother to me. Yes I
love you Jeff, how often you want me to tell you. Oh you so stupid
Jeff, but yes I love you. Now I won’t say it no more now tonight,
Jeff, you hear me. You just be good Jeff now to me or else I certainly
get awful angry with you. Yes I love you, sure, Jeff, though you don’t
any way deserve it from me. (Stein 412)

Here, the phrase “I love you” is used repetitively but in different
qualifying clauses, which alters the level of certainty attached
to the statement; the more she says it, the less convincing it
is precisely because of the contextual phrase within which it is
incorporated. Therefore, as Perloff points out, “Stein’s mode of repetition does not intensify or heighten meaning” but rather “creates
a peculiar gap in the text” (39), thereby challenging the notion that
systems of language can be deciphered to arrive at a truth.
Tender Buttons further demonstrates the way she capitalizes
on moments of orchestrated uncertainty to heighten the value
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of indeterminacy. For starters, the title of the collection severs
all ties with external reality; buttons aren’t tender objects. In
this sense, objects function as false leads, consequently forcing
critical thinking on the reader’s part, ensuring through the
process that they “consider the very nature of naming” (Perloff
40). Moreover, the poem “This is This Dress, Aider” (Stein 476)
portrays the way a superimposition of phonetic and semiotic planes
can result in a variety of interpretations. “This dress” can also be
understood as distress, and “Aider” may reference a female name
as much as it may allude to the imperative command, aid her. Stein
cherishes the gap created when the link between individual
words and semiotic systems is strained as a way to encourage—
forcibly so—the reader to fill it up however they may choose;
by choosing, the reader is made actively aware of the variety of
possibilities available.
Stein’s notion of genius further emphasizes the importance
she placed on creative agency within literature—this time, in
relation to the author. To be a genius was to exude originality—
to create rather than to relate. Stein claimed that one could not
be born a genius; it was a state of being that attested to a creator’s
extraordinary singularity. At the same time, as noted by Barbara
Will, genius was “a capacity anyone reading her texts could share:
a decentered and dialogic, open-ended and collective mode of
‘being’” (Genius 1). The incommensurability of talking while
listening is particularly important in relation to Stein’s opinion
of translation as a medium of communication. Stein understood
translation as threatening to genius insofar as it passively related rather than actively created meaning. When commissioned
to translate for French surrealist poet George Hugnet, Stein
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confronted the threat that translation posed to her authorial
genius by defining the translating process as one of reinvention:
“Listening […] and talking back to it, Stein created oblique, metonymic connections between original and copy that obscure[d]
authorial intention and unhinge[d] stable referentiality” (“Lost
in Translation” 656). In other words, Stein projected her linguistic
interest in subverting language onto the medium of translation,
using it as a mode of transformation rather than transference.
The only way genius would not be “killed” through the process of
translation was if it involved a communication with the original
text where it would talk as much as listen.
In media theory, translation, as a medium of communication,
functions according to a triadic model. The process is structured
as a three-point sequence including “a point of departure, a point
of arrival and a space in between that has to be crossed in order
to complete the process” (Gudin 41). In this “sender-channelreceiver” (Guldin 41) model, content is transported across an
intermediate space. Creativity’s role within the translation
process then depends on how this intermediate space is
perceived; is it merely a gap that needs to be rendered as invisible
as possible to maintain authenticity, or is it transformative?
Michael Reddy frames translation as a mere transference of
information through the development of his conduit metaphor.
This metaphor is based on the premise that successful communication depends on language’s ability to act as a conduit in which
ideas are transported from sender to receiver without being
altered by the intermediate space (167). Translation, then, takes
from one language and transfers into another. This implies that
the “content is fundamentally independent of the language it
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is articulated in” (Guldin 42). A successful translation is one
that stays completely loyal to the original text; any deviation in
meaning is problematic insofar as it represents a failure in
communication. Since equivalence is the aim of translation, the
channel operating between sender and receiver must disappear
as much as possible. As Guldin indicates, “the space in-between
does exist but does not have any decisive role in the transaction itself ” (42); it enables transportation, not transformation.
The conduit metaphor places the blame for miscommunication
on the sender rather than on the receiver because the notion
that communication is a transference of ideas associates the
former with agency and the latter with passivity (Reddy 168).
The strenuous task of formulating ideas rests on the original text,
not on the translator.
Marshall McLuhan breaks away from the notion that
translation merely transfers by presenting it as transformative.
This theoretical framework depends on the premise that all
media—including the written word—translate experience.
Words translate experience into vocalized symbols that allow
a mapping out of the world as it is encountered by humanity.
As an extension of bodily experience, the medium enhances a
human function that already exists: “The railway did not introduce
movement or transportation or wheel or road into human society, but it accelerated and enlarged the scale of previous human
functions” (McLuhan 8). This is what McLuhan means when he
asserts that “the content of any medium is always another
medium” (1). Media changes the scale or pace of the perceptions
by translating them into new forms; this type of translation is
one that innovates already existing principles. Translations then
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continuously amplify—potentially ad infinitum. Ergo, per this
framework, the intermediate space between sender and receiver
in the triadic model functions as a force that shapes, thereby
exhibiting creative agency. It does not simply transport a message, but alters it, consequently remodelling the idea and/or
experience; the transition provides as much innovative insight as
it does reiteration.
Doris Bachmann-Medick redefines the process of translation, focusing on the obstacles encountered when moving a
text from one language to another. This model of translation
is about conflict, disassociation; the hesitations in the process
of translation and the confrontation that emerges from the
irreconcilability of texts are what make it operative rather than
descriptive. As far as the triadic model is concerned, the sender
and receiver disappear as the emphasis is placed on the transformation occurring within the channel, to ensure that the
starting point and the end result (the original and the translated
texts) are not reduced to equivalents. This would render them
false testimonies to the idea that different cultures experience
identical problems. As Bachmann-Medick states, “negotiating
translational resistances, a translation of texts and cultures can
be achieved which preserves cultural differences from being internationalized, standardized, and monopolized” (V ).
Bachmann-Medick proposes that something productive can
be extrapolated from the uncertainties that permeate the space
between languages. In other words, rather than regarding the
obstacles one encounters while translating as impediments to
the transference of knowledge, we should recognize that these
disconnections may shed light on cultural differences that have
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been problematically glazed over for the sake of a cosmopolitan
worldview. The difficulties of translating words from one language
to another—without undermining the cultural baggage that
comes with the terms—speak without speaking; the very fact
that knowledge cannot be fully transferred attests to cultural
disparities. Therefore, this model maintains the notion that
translations are transformative, although not as advocated by
McLuhan. Translations are not transformative because they
amplify human experience. Instead, for Bachmann-Medick, the
failures of translation are an actively creative force insofar as they
generate emphasis on the problematic ideology behind cultural
assimilation.
By translating the terms literally from French to English,
Stein is capitalizing on interpretive ambiguities in order to resist the task of persuading an audience. Firstly, translating a text
word-for-word confuses the reader since it results in awkward
syntax. For instance, “Ils se méprendront les uns et les autres”—a
section referencing Pétain’s critics—is translated as “They are
mistaken the ones and the others” (qtd. in “Lost in Translation”
653). In French, “Les uns et les autres” functions as a saying that
implies all of them. The English version is downright confusing;
it compels a series of questions, all of which could alter interpretation. Who are “the ones and the others”? Are the “others”
separate from the “ones”? If so, who do they stand as representations of—people or ideologies? Bachmann-Medick’s view of
translational resistance as productive in its ability to expose the
differences between cultures resonates well with the ambiguities that result from Stein’s literal translations. The logistical gaps
force the reader to pay attention to the text, possibly going over
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it multiple times. This stands in drastic opposition to the way
propaganda functions—that is, through subliminal messages
incorporated subtly within a text to invoke familiarity. By
translating the speeches word-for-word, perhaps Stein was
enacting the most effective form of government dismissal: the
detrimental effects of this propaganda are destroyed from the
inside by forcing critical thinking. As in Melanctha and Tender
Buttons, Stein could be playing around with phonetic and semiotic
planes in order to eradicate all notions of linguistic stability, thereby using the form to highlight her incredulousness at the content.
The problematic nature of the content is heightened by the usage
of a linguistic form that encourages different interpretations.
Moreover, the literal translations of the Pétain speeches
renders them textually passive. To translate word-for-word
is to engage with the original text and its content as little as
possible. When we consider Stein’s view on authorial genius,
this compositional technique is difficult to ignore. The process of
dialogue between self and other, wherein one needs to talk as
much as listen, is completely missing. Indeed, the literal
translations are void of an element that was central to Stein’s
writing—the “dialogic form, in which difference may enter
without being relegated to a secondary position or subsumed
under an authoritarian identity” (Chessman qtd. in “Lost in
Translation” 656). This refusal to transform the original text
is intentional since it differs from her previous practices (take
Hugnet’s Enfances, for example).
By transcribing textually passive replicas of the Pétain
speeches, Stein separates herself as author from the translations. For persuasion to occur when a text is changed from one
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language to another, the translator must get involved in the linguistic system of the translated version enough to draw from
idioms that function in a specific manner. Stein refuses to do
that. She translates “Discours du 8 juillet” into “Discourse of the
8 July” (qtd. in Lost, Will653), disregarding the fact that the
term speech would be more effective since discourse, in English,
can be defined as “the thread of an argument; a line of reasoning”
(OED). Speech does not carry the same persuasive connotation
as the term discourse, and therefore does not raise the same level
of suspicion. Ergo, Stein turns the translations into a medium
of resistance by disassociating herself as intermediate channel—
leaving only the original speech. This prevents the manipulation
of an audience, which is essentially what she was hired for.
While the literal translations create interpretive gaps within
the writing itself, there are also important omissions in the larger
collection of speeches that were chosen to be translated. These
force a re-evaluation of the translations. The pieces omitted include a discussion on “Franco-Canadian relations which argues
for cross-cultural understanding, and a speech announcing Pétain’s desire to form a Supreme Court as is found in the United
States” (“Lost in Translation” 653). Both may have been more effective for swaying an American audience, since they increase relatability through the familiarity of democratic multiculturalism.
Although they are not necessary, these untranslated pieces may
have been helpful in attracting sympathy from Americans. These
omissions therefore resist in a subtler way; they speak without
speaking about her resistance to the Vichy translation project.
The notion that the lack of something heightens its value—
or at least, attracts attention as to why it is lacking—echoes
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Katherine Biers’ claim that Stein excelled at “communicat[ing]
by not communicating” (179). The American lecture tours Stein
gave late in her career (before the Pétain translations) had a
linguistic clarity which opposed the obscure, unintelligible
compositional style that had previously defined her writing.
Moreover, the pretentious syntax was contradictory to the
warm-hearted persona she exhibited at public events. Her
contradictory nature resulted in the public sphere’s critical
conclusion that Stein was a communicative failure, either “too
incapable” or “too lazy” (Biers 178) to clearly communicate with
her reader. According to Biers, communication had two different meanings during the interwar period. Firstly, it could be
seen as the propagandistic manufacture of consent: as a tool for
obtaining control. This projected Stein’s public persona in the
realm of power-dynamics: “She was charming people with her
personality and disseminating symbols that worked primarily by
playing on the emotions (since they evidently didn’t work any
other way)” (182-3). Here, the celebrity paradox is at play,
functioning in derogatory ways, insofar as it uses the combination of Stein’s lack of communicative clarity and her cordial
personality to suggest manipulative ill-intentions. Secondly,
communication could be understood as “partaking” (183). In this
case, language is an interpretive transaction; it is a manner of
interacting with the social world—giving and taking—in order
to understand one’s relationality to it.
Stein used the medium of her publicity to heighten the danger of understanding communication as a passive exchange—a
“mirroring of minds” (Biers 183). In other words, Stein used the
tools of propagandistic communication to challenge propaganda
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and ultimately vouched for the more productive value of
communication as “partaking” (Biers 183). She “communicates without communicating” (Biers 179) by using the form to
deliver her message, rather than being forthright: “Emphasizing
language as action rather than reflection allowed Stein to issue a
challenge to mass culture and mass communication technologies
[…] from within their very forms” (Biers 175). This complex way
of delivering information can be connected to the gaps within
her Vichy translations. The irreconcilability of the original speech
and the translated version, as well as the important omission
of specific speeches within the collection of translations, both
suggest without directly asserting. They are a means of resistance that function through the interaction between writer and
reader—speaker and listener—since they do not explicitly state
but rather implicitly suggest.
At first glance, Stein’s Pétain translations appear contradictory to the anti-institutional, anti-authoritarian, and
anti-patriarchal convictions that Stein upheld throughout her
literary career. For many critics, the translations, given their
anti-Semitic and pro-institutional content, were downright
“antithetical to her aesthetic principles” (“Lost in Translation”
652). However, as I have hitherto argued, the translations function
as a medium of resistance to the Vichy regime precisely because
their compositional style invokes the interpretive and creative
agency that Stein identifies as central to creation. Since authorial
genius depends on a dialogic process, translations are acts of
creation only if they transform the original text by interacting
with it. In this sense, Stein’s understanding of translation is comparable to McLuhan’s theory of media as translators of experi104
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ence, since both advocate a reinvention based on a prior form.
Similarly, via the contradiction between her straightforward
persona and complex writing style, Stein used her celebrity
status to criticize the type of communication where information
is absorbed rather than interpreted (as with the propagandistic
dissemination of information). This echoes Bachmann-Medick’s
claim that translations resist assimilation by being imperfect. The
very function they pledge to fulfil is impossible since translations
will always have disassociations that attest to their cultural/linguistic difference. These obstacles speak without speaking, much
like the linguistic ambiguities that result from Stein’s literal
translation “[communicate] without communicating” (Biers 179).
The form’s (translation’s) shortcomings suggest that the Pétain
speeches are zones of conflict. Finally, by omitting certain speeches,
Stein actively disregards material that would be more helpful to
persuade an American audience that is already engaged in the
war against fascist forces, choosing instead to focus on heavy
anti-Semitic content. Stein’s choices induce suspicion as to what
her goal was in translating these speeches.
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Between Protestantism
and Atheism: Religious
Thought and The Influence of
Edmund Spenser on Percy
Bysshe Shelley’s Poetry

E

dmund Spenser’s central position within the English
canon is predicated both on his own staggering
achievements and the degree of influence his work has
had on generations of poets whose first lines were written long after his lifetime; some 200 years after Spenser’s death,
with Romanticism in full vogue, poets like Percy Bysshe Shelley
received great inspiration from this Renaissance bard. To argue
that a poet widely perceived as “that great English champion of
monarchy and Protestantism” (Kucich 243) spurred the republican
Shelley, a notorious member of The League of Incest and Atheism, requires peering beyond superficial notions of their ideas
and political affiliations. This paper will argue that Shelley’s use
of allegory to promote his atheist and revolutionary ideas borrows
substantially from Spenser’s accomplishments, in spite of their
opposed religious views and positions within the political
establishment. This study will focus on questions of genre,
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form, and imagery to demonstrate the particular ways in which
Spenser’s poetry inspired Shelley and add nuance to prevalent
assessments of both poets in relation to the prevalent religion
of their times. This essay will focus on Book I of Spenser’s
The Faerie Queen (1590-96), given its emphasis on faith and
holiness, and Shelley’s Queen Mab (1813), a poem embodying the
Romantic poet’s development and his indebtedness to Spenser.
Prior to the advent of Romanticism in England, numerous
poets had enhanced Spenser’s reputation through emulation.
The work of lyricists during the late eighteenth century is particularly relevant to Shelley’s experience of Spenser’s verse. In
his study of Spenser’s influence upon key Romantic poets, Greg
Kucich states that Shelley’s early inclinations towards romance
and the fantastic “found the most compelling integration
to these features in the dream-vision allegories of the mideighteenth-century tradition of Spenserian poetry” (245). Poets
like William Julius Mickle and Gilbert West were noted for their
use of allegory in their dream-visions clearly taking after Spenser.
Awash with allegorical devices and intricate imagery, works by
these and other poets were devised to promote sound morality,
national pride, and religious observance. This poetical tradition
donned Spenser’s colours with the purpose of flying the banner
of Anglican orthodoxy and political conservatism. For a fledging
poet like Shelley, expelled from Oxford after penning “The
Necessity of Atheism” in 1811, the tension between the possibilities of Spenser’s poetical tactics and the ends to which they
were being deployed marks one of the most interesting points
of departure for his career. At this point Shelley’s contact with
Spenser was completely mediated by the latter’s emulators and
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little concerned with Renaissance poetry directly; in fact, “his
earliest poetic attempts were thus deeply engaged with the crux
of updating the Spenserian tradition” (Kucich 244) in ways
suitable to his own revolutionary agenda.
A first step towards understanding Shelley’s use of
Spenserian techniques against religion is to understand Spenser’s
own activity and position in the religious controversies of his
time. A closer look at the Elizabethan religious context, marked
by instability and virulent anti-Catholicism, allows for a better understanding of the religious aspects of his poetry. Despite
its publication some 80 years ago, C.S. Lewis’ appreciation of
Roman Catholicism in The Faerie Queene continues to hold sway,
especially when arguing that Spenser’s:
Anti-papal allegories strike the very note of popular, even of rustic,
Protestant aversion; they can be understood and enjoyed by the
modern reader (whatever his religion) only if he remembers that
Roman Catholicism was in Spenser’s day simply the most potent
contemporary symbol for something more primitive—the sheer
Bogey, who often changes his name but never wholly retires from
the popular mind. (qtd. in King 58)

This febrile atmosphere notwithstanding, Spenser’s stance on
religion was nuanced and probably occupied a middle point
between the false dichotomy of complete Catholic servility
and Puritan iconoclasm. Early Modernist Claire McEachern
argues that when it comes to his poetry, “its religious aspects are
conditioned not only by Spenser’s hallmark syncretism, or the
‘middle way’ of the Elizabethan religious settlement, but the
nature of the Elizabethan church in its inaugural decades” (30).
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With English Protestant tenets still in flux, Spenser’s own
religious identity should be understood in light of the different ideological factions competing for supremacy. Book
I of The Faerie Queene, dedicated to celebrate the virtue of
Holiness, is an elaborate allegory of the struggle between the
true religion against the doctrinal mistakes and superstitions
of the past. Redcrosse and Una, the book’s protagonists,
represent the righteous path of the reformed church. Their
antagonists throughout the book’s twelve cantos are the means
through which Spenser delivers its barbs against Catholicism.
McEachern explains that “many of [Spenser’s] villains seem to
embody the worst of what Protestants considered a superstitious
Catholic reliance on deceptive images” (39). Spenser denounces
the alleged gullibility of Catholics in the person and customs of
Archimago, the powerful magician that makes Redcrosse and
Una split their paths at the onset of Book I. When Redcrosse
first meets the false hermit, he has been “Bidding his beads
all day for his trespas” (I. i. 30). This is a clear reference to the
rosary beads used for prayers to the Virgin Mary, which
Protestants like Spencer would consider part of the errors of
Roman ritual. Archimago’s alignment with old-fashioned
devotions is confirmed further on, as “He told of Saintes and
Popes, and euermore / He strowd an Aue-Mary after and before”
(I. i. 35). His prayers to the Virgin Mary and praise for Saints
and Popes, all of which the emerging Protestant consensus
denounced as Catholic idolatry, highlight the duplicitous
nature of Archimago’s dishonest mysticism.
Spenser’s tirades against the Catholic clergy continue
throughout the legend of Holiness. Guided by the treacherous
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Duessa, Redcrosse arrives to the House of Pride. Once there he
observes the parade of Lucifera’s six councilors, among which,
Was sluggish Idlenesse the nourse of sin;
Vpon a slouthfull Asse he chose to ryde,
Arayd in habit blacke, and amis thin,
Like to an holy Monck, the seruice to begin. (I. iv. 18)

Similar to the negative description of Archimago, this passage
associates the Catholic clergy with negative traits by presenting
the figure with attributes easily identified with their ministry.
These examples constitute the lowest level of complexity in
Spenser’s allegorical scale. Archimago’s regrettable religious
proclivities are conflated with his unctuous attitude towards
Redcrosse and the knight’s eventual deception and separation
from his lady. Likewise, the monk-clad figure in the House of
Pride personifies Idleness, one of the seven deadly sins according
to Christian theology.
The Book of Holiness, however, contains allegorical passages
with diverse levels of intricacy. The architectural allegory at the
beginning of Canto IV presents the House of Pride as,
A stately Pallace built of squared bricke,
Which cunningly was without morter laid,
Whose walls were high, but nothing strong, nor thick,
And golden all ouer them displaid,
[…]
It was a goodly heape for to behould,
And spake the praises of the workmans wit;
But full great pittie, that so faire a mould
Did on so weake foundation euer sit:
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For on a sandie hill, that still did flit,
And fall away, it mounted was full hie,
That euery breath of heauen shaked it:
And all the hinder parts, that few could spie,
Were ruinous and old, but painted cunningly. (I. iv. 4-5)

With this striking combination of magnificence and precariousness, Spenser takes aim at the edifice of Roman Catholicism.
The high walls, imposing windows and gilded ornaments
represent both the lavish Roman rituals and its clergy’s penchant
for luxury, while the palace’s shaky foundations signify the moral
bankruptcy of Catholicism. Spenser borrows this architectonic
model from the Gospels, where those straying away from the
teachings of Jesus “shall be likened unto a foolish man, which
built his house upon the sand: And the rain descended, and the
floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and
it fell: and great was the fall for it” (King James Bible, Matthew
7.26-27). Spenser’s allegory in this instance thus becomes more
sophisticated than the use of attributes or personification. Not
only does the allegory run for two stanzas and use engineering
terminology,but it also requires knowledge of Christian doctrine
to access its full meaning.
The first long poem of Shelley’s career, Queen Mab, should
be read as “an eclectic mix of literary forms and features, a
notable instance of the generic hybrid frequent in the poetry
of the Romantic period” (Donovan 260). This formal plasticity is akin to Spenser’s own manipulation of the conventions of
epic poetry in The Faerie Queene. While allegorical epic is one of
the most significant sources used by Shelley, reading the poem
as an exemplar of the genre requires further qualification: To
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consider Queen Mab as an example of Romantic epic is therefore
to apply the term not in a strictly formal sense but with the
license authorized by the breadth and flexibility of its usage in
the Romantic period itself ” (Donovan 261). This is a didactic
poem that employs the conventions of several genres, framed
by a dream-vision narrative and interested in promoting a
particular cosmogony.
Not unlike Spenser, whose poem’s underlying goal “is to
fashion a gentleman or noble person in vertuous and gentle
discipline” (737), Shelley’s poem is meant to “Let virtue teach
thee firmly to pursue / The gradual paths of an aspiring change”
(68). Suffused with scientific language and references, the poem
presents Shelley’s vision of revolution as underpinned by natural
principles. Shelley borrows a figure from popular English folklore to advance his social revolution agenda; following a template
similar to Spenser’s, whose adaptation of Arthurian lore invigorated his project of updating chivalry along Protestant lines.
Shelley’s early poem then is an example of what Harold Bloom
terms the mythopoeic mode, a creative process in which “a poet
utilizes a given mythology but extends its range of significance
without violating it in spirit” (5). Shelley preserves Mab’s role as
a facilitator of dreams, but the dream itself grows from reverie
to revelation. When the fairy first addresses the dreamer in the
poem, she presents herself in grandiloquent terms:
I am the Fairy Mab: to me ‘tis given
The Wonders of the human world to keep:
The secrets of the immeasurable past,
In the unfailing consciences of men,
Those stern, unflattering chroniclers, I find:
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The future, from the causes which arise
In each event, I gather. (15)

Mab also conveys that her great store of knowledge is to be shared
for the greater good. She tells Ianthe that “the past shall rise; /
Thou shalt behold the present; I will teach / The secrets of the future” (20). Besides Mab’s pedagogic intention, these passages also
convey the idea of learning from the past and present in order
to discern the future. The poem announces a kind of millenarian
vision meant to be discovered by the close study of nature:
All things have been imprinted there,
The stars, the sea, the earth, the sky,
Even the unshapeliest lineaments
Of wild and fleeting visions
Have left a record there
To testify of earth. (52)

The irony of Shelley permeating his empiricist system with
apocalyptic overtones is particularly salient given his atheism.
Registering this tone also allows for further parallels with Spenser,
since the Book of Holiness
alludes extensively to the Protestant rereading of the Book
of Revelation, finding in its apocalyptic symbolism a main
source for inspiration […] the events in Book I happen on
a different ontological level from the rest of the story. In
Redcrosse’s encounter with the dragon, then, an apocalyptic
tone tells us that this battle is more than just one man’s heroic
mission. (Wofford 119)
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This reading of Redcrosse as a Protestant everyman finds its
equivalent in Ianthe, a placeholder for a child-like humanity
that needs to be disabused from the tyranny of religion.
In terms of his use of allegory, Queen Mab shows Shelley’s
range as similar to that of Spenser when representing his
villains. At the lowest level, the poem employs personification
to single out some of the most pernicious forces in Shelley’s
conception of the world:
Twin-sister of religion, selfishness!
Rival in crime and falsehood, aping all
[…]
Shunning the light, and owning not its name;
Compelled, by its deformity, to screen
With flimsy veil of justice and of right,
Its unattractive lineaments.
[...]
Commerce! Beneath whose poison-breathing shade
No solitary virtue dares to spring,
[…]
Commerce has set the mark of selfishness,
The signet of its all-enslaving power
Upon a shining ore, and called it gold. (39)

In addition to his barbs against these impersonal forces, Shelley
also produces some anti-clerical verse similar to Spenser’s own
invectives: “Where Cicero and Antonius lived, / A cowled and
hypocritical monk / Prays curses and deceives” (23). By using
classical authors as synecdoche for Rome, Shelley’s phony monk
comes to represent the Papacy, and by extension Christianity
as a whole.
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The author’s clear animosity towards religion notwithstanding, the poem’s imagery is nonetheless indebted to Christian
tropes. Towards the end of the poem, and on a brighter note, Shelley’s description of a rationalist utopia seems to copy motifs from
the Bible:
To see a babe before his mother’s door,
Sharing his morning’s meal
With the green and golden basilisk
That comes to lick his feet.
[…]
The lion now forgets to thirst for blood:
There might you see him sporting in the sun

Beside the dreadless kid; his claws are sheathed (60-61).
The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall
lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the
fatling together; and a little child shall lead them. (King James Bible,
Isaiah, 11.6)

While Spenser deliberately references the Bible to strengthen
the moral case of a new chivalry, it is not clear whether Shelley is
actively trying to get this kind of authority on his side.
The fact that Spenser sought to invigorate the outmoded
chivalric ethos and Shelley wished to awaken revolutionary
forces does not subtract from the privileged position of allegory
in the poet’s quiver. Shelley’s debt to Spenser, “the father of
mythopoeia in English” (Bloom 60), serves as a significant
stepping stone in the study of poetic forms spanning different
periods and sensibilities.
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lattery, imitation, transformation, dialogue. No matter
how you choose to name it, adaptations are all around
us: from Shakespeare’s plays to Netflix’s recent releases,
in lines snatched from lyrics, and in the costumes worn
to Comic Con. The 15th annual Concordia English Graduate
Colloquium set out to explore the art of imitation, “The Sincerest
Form of Flattery,” by asking questions about fandom, adaptation,
transmedia, interpretation, and interactivity. How does fanfiction orient itself in an academic context? What is the lifespan of
a literary work? How do storytellers adapt to a world where their
audience is just a tweet away, demanding a stake in the narrative?
My co-organizers and I developed the theme of this year’s
conference out of a desire to explore genres, queries, and concerns on the fringes of academia, and to examine how these
conversations speak directly to those happening within the
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academy. We were fortunate in receiving such strong submissions this year that address our questions in unexpected ways;
the papers contained in this volume blur boundaries, confront
preconceptions, and foster fruitful dialogue among each other.
In an attempt to preserve this dialogue and inspire further
conversation, this compact volume, comprising half the papers
presented at the conference, was born: the inaugural Concordia
English Graduate Colloquium 2017 Proceedings. Imitating those
journals before us, this book harnesses our ambition, creativity,
and belief in the strength of the work herein.
As with any publication or academic conference, the success
of “The Sincerest Form of Flattery” relies on the time, dedication,
and enthusiasm of those who make it happen. Flattery, in this case,
will only get one so far. Instead, I extend my sincerest thanks to
my fellow co-organizers, Marie-Christine Lavoie, Saeed Afzal,
Jessica Tucker, and Vanessa Cannizzaro, without whom there
would be no celebration of the fifteenth anniversary of this
colloquium. We are also endlessly indebted to our contributors
without whom we would have an empty book and a silent conference, and to our editors, Katheryne Morrissette, Ekaterini
Tsimiklis, Emily Wilson, and Saeed Afzal, who prepared the
papers for print with me. A tremendous acknowledgement to the
time Katheryne Morrissette and Marie-Christine Lavoie spent
copyediting the entire book with me.
Many thanks to our faculty advisor, Dr. Katherine McLeod,
for her assistance and guidance throughout the year, and for
generously writing the foreword to this inaugural publication.
Thanks to Dr. Andre Furlani, Dr. Danielle Bobker, and Dr.
Darren Wershler for their support and advice on organizing the
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conference and producing this publication. A huge thank you
to Dr. Hannah McGregor, Assistant Professor in Publishing at
Simon Fraser University and the co-creator of the fortnightly
podcast Witch, Please, for agreeing to be this year’s keynote speaker.
I would also like to gratefully acknowledge the financial
support of the Student Association for Graduates in English
(SAGE), the Concordia University Alumni Association (CUAA),
the Graduate Student Association (GSA), and the Department
of English at Concordia University. Thank you as well to the
English Department Administration, Sharon Frank, BonnieJean Campbell, and Beth Crevier, for their unending patience
and for their ability to answer all our questions (sometimes
before we even thought of them ourselves). And, finally, thank
you to everyone who came out and joined us on March 17-18 for
our conference, creative night, and launch of this publication.
If we could wish anything for this volume it is for it to be
read, for you to encounter some thought or quote that inspires
you, for us to see your work here, in print, next year. So come,
read with us and imitate, adapt, transform.
Alex Custodio
Concordia University
2017
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Morgan Bimm is a PhD student in Gender, Feminist, and
Women’s Studies at York University. Her research interests
include girlhood studies, participatory culture, and digital publics,
particularly those populated by girlish subjects. Specifically, she
is interested in the ways in which affect circulated in online
spaces represents an opportunity to subvert traditional ways of
doing gender and sexuality through interpretive fan practices.
Madelaine Caritas Longman was born in Swift
Current, Saskatchewan, and raised in Calgary, Alberta. She
now lives in Montreal. Her work has appeared in publications
such as Room, Frogpond, filling Station, and, in 2014, her poem
“Insomnia” was featured as the University of Calgary’s Poem of
the Season. She is currently completing an MA in English with
a concentration in Creative Writing at Concordia University.
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Carlos Fuentes is a second-year MA student at McGill
University’s English department. He is also a proud Concordia
alumnus, having completed the BA Honours English and
Creative Writing program. His academic interests centre on
nineteenth century literature, namely Romantic poetry and the
Victorian novel within English and German language literary
traditions. His current research is a comparative study of
dilettantes in Henry James and Thomas Mann. He has also been
known to enjoy the odd epic poem or cat video.
Colleen Gaspirc is completing an MA in English at
Concordia University. Her research is interested in constructions of self, particularly with regard to gender, nationality,
and celebrity.
Ashley Lanni is completing an MA in History at Concordia
University with a focus on Soviet History. Her MA thesis
examines how the USSR constructed and presented its national
identity at three different world fairs. Ashley’s interests, however,
go beyond history and the USSR. She is interested in the sociology of culture, especially the ways in which it affects women and
LGBTQ+, and she has done research in both gender and sexuality
studies. Fanfiction and fandom are a hobby and an academic love,
as the people who create these works have inspired her to explore
the boundaries between the real (‘canon’) and the imagined.
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She is currently working on the way literary activism is affected
by celebrity culture, focusing predominantly on the careers of
writers Arundhati Roy and Naomi Klein. President of the
Student Association of Graduates in English (SAGE) at
Concordia University, she has been involved in many studentrun initiatives, such as moderator for Concordia Write Nights and
editor for Headlight Anthology.
Katheryne Morrissette is a SSHRC-funded MA
student at Concordia University in Montreal. Her research
interests focus mainly on the development of colonialism and
Imperialist narratives, specifically in medieval vernacular literature.
Danna Petersen-Deeprose lives in Montreal, Canada,
where she is completing her graduate degree in English Literature at McGill University. Her studies focus on literature of
the sublime and the grotesque.
Mark Sardella is an MA student in Ryerson’s Literatures
of Modernity program. His research interests include periodical
studies, nineteenth century and early twentieth century history,
and consumer culture studies. He holds a bachelors degree in
Professional Writing and Institutional Communications from
York University. Mark currently lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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